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PROLOGUE 

This manual describes part of a system which had its inception in a data storage, retrieval 
and manipulation computer package developed by M.C. McCracken. This prototype system was 
developed in 1964 at Southern Methodist University, where there was a need to collect and 
manipulate time series data to estimate parameters for an econometric model. The first version 
used card images stored on magnetic tape and a small retrieval program which simply reformatted 
the data for input to statistical utility programs. In January 1965 the development of a more 
advanced system was started and a working version of the new system was in use by April of 1965. 

The Economic Council of Canada provided funds for the development of an expanded 
system on a CDC 3400 computer at the University of Montreal. This expanded version has been in 
use, with modifications, since September 1965. In May 1966 the Bank of Canada became the first 
agency other than the Council to make use of the system and during the summer and fall of 1966 
Iic National Energy Board and the Department of Finance began using the system for 

40 	iniiiitcnance and manipulation of the data necessary in their own analytical operations. 

In November of 1966 Statistics Canada accepted the responsibility for the entry of data 
into the base and maintenance of the existing programs. The Economic Council and the Bank of 
Canada expressed the hope that the system would eventually be modified into a true information 
system for use in the operations of statistical agencies of the Canadian Government. 

As a result, in July 1967, an inter-departmental team was set up under the direction of Dr. 
T.J. Vander Noot to implement a national data base for socio-economic data. This manual 
comprises one volume of the documentation for this system. Amendments to the manual will be 
issued from time to time and are included in the price. 

. 
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I- 

INTRODUCTION 

. 

CANSIM (Canadian Socio-Economic Info rrnation 
Management System) is designed for the efficient and 
economic management of a large volume of time series 
data. The programs for data storage, retrieval and 
manipulation comprising the system were written for the 
IBM-360. Management, control and maintenance of the 
system are the responsibility of Statistics Canada. 
Accuracy of the included data is the responsibility of the 
agency compiling it. Operation of the programs is 
supervised by the General Time Series Staff (GTSS) of 
Statistics Canada. 

The subject of this operational manual is the data 
entry sub-system which provides for entry, update and 
revision of the data. A companion manual entitled 
('tNSIM: Users' Manual for Data Retrieval and Mani-
;iilation is also available. The following sections attempt 
to cover all points which might give rise to difficulties, 
and to warn where danger of error is greatest. 

The data base will expand to include large 
numbers of time series originating in Statistics Canada 
and elsewhere. New entries, updates and revisions will 
flow directly from the data source to GTSS for action. 
As the output of Statistics Canada becomes increasingly 
computorized, data-capture routines will provide for 
entry to the data base of updates and revisions directly 
from tapes or cards created as part of the data processing 
operations. In the meantime, however, action requests 
will be prepared manually by the responsible agency and  

section or, in the case of a relatively small number of 
series, by GTSS. 

Ten operations, listed in Section 3.2, are used to 
enter data into the data base together with titles, notes, 
footnotes and all other information required to identify, 
print out, and safeguard the data, to change any item of 
information, and to enter data points into the base as 
projections, estimates, current data or revisions. For each 
operation, a form has been designed which simplifies the 
entry of information for keypunching. The inclusion of 
card numbers assists in assembling the card deck for 
submission to the computer and helps ensure that 
information provided is complete. 

Step-by-step detailed procedure for establishing 
matrix and series headers and data entry action is 
outlined in Section 3, sample forms for submission to 
keypunch in Section 4, and printouts of results in 
Section 5. 

A list of error messages which will be printed out 
when an error has caused refusal of the requested action 
is given in Section 6. Error messages don't in every 
instance cause refusal of the requested action. The error 
messages should be used in conjunction with printed out 
results of the action to locate and correct errors. Careful 
scrutiny of error messages is recommended as a guide in 
setting up clerical checking routines. Codes identifying 
the agency and section responsible for accuracy and 
security of the data are recorded by GTSS. 
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51(1 ION 2 

PROCEDURES FOR INITIATING ACTION REQUESTS 

fl 

.ti iIe matrix and the various 
lriiis used in the data entry program. The sequence of 
steps to be followed in entering information into the 
CANSIM system is given below. Printouts of successful 
actions and examples of error messages for refused 
actions will be found in Sections 5 and 6. CANSIM Staff 
will assist and advise users on request. 

A. To enter a matrix into the base requires the following 
steps: 

1. (a) Obtain matrix number and Databank series 
number(s) from CANSIM Staff. 

Assign Data Entry Security Word to the matrix. 

Assign CANSIM series number(s) to matrix 
components in a hierarchical framework, work. 
ing downwards through successive levels. Refer 
to Glossary (CANSIM Series Number). 

For series with secured data point(s), assign 
appropriate secret, confidential, or series se-
cured security word. 

2. Maintain a register with the following entries 

(:il Matrix number 

Series number(s) 

Security level(s) 

(d) Security word(s) 

(e) Data entry security word 

(I) Date of entry  

(g) Name, location, and telephone number of 
responsible officer. 

CANSIM Staff must be supplied with items (a), 
(b), (f) and (g) only. 

Complete AM, AS, and ED forms and check 
carefully.' 

Completed forms may be submitted to CANSIM 
Staff who will arrange for key punching, verifying, 
and entry into the base. 

S. Forms and results of data entry runs will be sent to 
submitter, 

I. For operations on the existing data base or to enter 
a new series to a matrix existing in the base, select 
and complete the appropriate forms (CM, AS, ED, 
CS, DS, IS, SS, DM) for the action desired, and 
perform steps A.4 and A.5. 

Resubmissions to correct errors. 

I. Check printouts to locate and correct errors. 

Note: Since errors may be detected one at a time, 
there could be a second refusal and it may be 
worthwhile at this point to check all edited fields. 

2. Perform steps A.4. and A.5. 

I A supply of forms, except ED which are a stock item 
(No. 0408-77), may be obtamed from ('ANSIM Staff, telephone 
number 5-7406. 

0 
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SLCI ION 3.1 

. 	 CARD FORMATS 

(itiieral 	 justified or left justified (see Glossary). 2  To avoid 
repetitive coding, most forms have been separated into 

In the sample card formats in this section, char- 	two sections. Entries in the first part (columns 1.27) are 
acter means any alphabetic, numeric or machine per- 	coded once for all cards pertaining to the same matrix; 
missible special symbol. 	 in the second part (columns 28-80) entries will vary 

from card to card and must be entered. 
Where blank columns are permitted in any field, 

the card format specifies whether the entry is to be right 	 2 The following are always left or right justified as 
indicated: 

Left 	 Right 
Agency Code 	 Matrix number 
Section Code 	 Data 
Security words 
Series number 
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SECTION 3.2 

OPERATION CODES 

I lici . 	In opelat ohs ho lift d II LIII I\ phogram, and each is explained in sections as follows: 

Code Operation Section 

AM 3.3 

CM 

Add Matrix Header 	.................................... 

3.4 

AS 3.5 

CS 3.6 

ED 3.7 

TS 

Change Matrix Header 	...................................... 

3.8 

SS 

Add Series Header 	........................................ 

Change Series Header 	...................................... 

3.8 

DS 

Enter Data Point into Base .................................... 

Terminate Series 	.......................................... 

3.8 

DM 

Re-activate Series (Start Series) 	................................ 

Delete Series 	............................................ 

3.9 

RS 

Delete Matrix 	............................................ 

Renumber Series 	.......................................... 3.10 

. 
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SELl ION 3,3 

. 

	 •DF) MATRIX. 0PFR.TION COflF (.\Ml 

. 

	

H 	\i)l) \I\ I RI\ 	''LiiIk,li LfltC 	\lIH\ 

Header into the base. 

The matrix number, system identification and the 
codes identifying the agency and section responsible for 
accuracy and security of the data must, without excep-
tion, appear on all cards. 

A FREEZE option is available whereby all series in 
a matrix may be frozen. By freezing a matrix, using the 
SECRET Security Word field, you may now update 
CANSIM prior to release date with assurance that no 
unauthorized retrievals will be made. Similarly, any 
matrix under suspicion may be frozen for an indefinite 
period. 

To facilitate the retrieval of a Series Directory 
every matrix must have a security level indicator which 
is input in column 80 of card 001. See Glossary - Sec- 
tiOfl 10 Directory. 

Matrix numbers are assigned by CANSIM staff and 
ii,,  recorded in a Matrix Register. Numbers are allocated 

required for immediate use. Numbers of matrices 
leased by the delete action request may be reused 

iter one year. 

The matrix long title is entered continuously using 
up to 6 cards, each of which may contain up to 50 
characters of the title. All information necessary to 
describe the matrix should be included, such as sea-
sonally adjusted and unadjusted, frequency, unit of 
measure, etc. 

II u 	matrix 	short 	title 	ii,i ,, 	1 	II!,! \IiI LIII I 	41 

characters. Where abbreviations are requited, care should 
be taken to achieve the maximum intelligibility. 

Matrix Note and Footnotes 
A matrix may have one matrix note and up to 9 

footnotes. The matrix note will normally include refer-
ence to publications or other information on sources, 
definitions, methods, major revisions and their effect on 
comparability of historical data. In addition, it is useful 
to include the approximate time lag to publication ex-
pressed in number of calendar days after the close of the 
reference period. Although the text of the footnotes is 
entered in the matrix header, footnotes refer only to 
data points. A single data point may make reference to a 
maximum of 4 footnotes, and reference to footnotes is 
made by the Enter Data (ED) action. Normally a note 
which refers to a specific series should he made a 
footnote. A note which refers to several series or to most 
of the series in the matrix should be included in the 
matrix note. Users are reminded that a limit of 9 
footnotes per matrix can be quickly exhausted. When-
ever possible therefore, a note should be included in the 
matrix note particularly when it applies to most of the 
series in the matrix. The text of the matrix note is 
entered continuously, 50 characters per card, up to a 
maximum of 10 cards (500 characters). The text of 
each footnote is limited to 120 characters entered 
continuously on 3 cards. 

The identifying number of the footnote to be 
entered in columns 69-72 of the Enter Data form will be 
found in the second digit of the card number. For 
example, the three cards belonging to footnote four are 
141, 142, and 143. 

0 





SF.CTION 3.4 

. 

	 CHANGE MATRIX, OPERATION CODE (CM) 

I lie CUANGL Mi\ lR1.\ (( M) operation permits 
the changing of any entry in the matrix header except 
the matrix number. The card format differs from the 
ADD MATRIX in only one respect: new agency and 
section codes may be entered in columns 59-62 and 
63-66 to replace the codes existing in the matrix header. 

An entry in columns 31-80 of card 001 replaces 
the corresponding information existing in the matrix 
header but fields left blank are not altered. The 
procedure to unfreeze a matrix, to blank the Secret 
Security Word (cols. 38.44) or the Confidential Security 
Word (cols. 45-51) would be to enter asterisks. The only 
other field on card 001 which may contain an asterisk is 
Directory Security Level Indicator (col. 80). 

The following changes to the Directory Security 
Level Indicator are permitted: 

P to S 
StoP 
P to * - Submit CS for secure series 

S to * - Submit CS for secure series 
* to S 
* to P 

See Glossary. 

If changes are to be made in the matrix long title 
(cards 002-007), matrix note (cards 011-020), or an 
individual footnote (1-3 cards), it is strongly recom-
mended that the entire set of cards for that field be 
redone. For example, to change a matrix long title which 
presently consists of 6 cards (cards 002-007) to a title of 
4 cards, requires cards 002.005 and, in addition, 006 and 
007 with blanks in columns 31-80. The purpose of 
including cards 006 and 007 is to blank out what was 
previously in this portion of the long title. To change a 
title of 4 cards to a title of 4 or more cards requires no 
blank cards. 

If changes are to he iriade to either the short title 
(card 008) or source (card 009), card 008 or 009 should 
be resubmitted with the correcicd short title or source. 

Card Format: ADD MATRIX, Operation Code (AM) 
CHANGE MATRIX, Operation Code (CM) 

Column number 	I 	Contents 	 Explanation 

Auto-duplicate 

All cardst - Columns 
1-27 

	

1- 4 	.......... 

	

5- 8 	.......... 

	

9-12 	.......... 

	

13-19 	.......... 
20-21 

	

22.27 	.......... 

TSDB 
4 characters maximum, left 

justified. 
4 characters maximum, left 

justified. 
Code Word ............ 
AMorCM 	............ 
6 digits maximum, right justi-

fied. 

System Identification. 
Agency responsible for accuracy and security of data. 

Section of Agency responsible. 

Not required for AM, but mandatory for CM. 
Operation code. 
Matrix number. 

. 

Fields varying from 
card to card 

Card number 1 
28-30 	...........001 
31-37 ...........7 characters maximum, left 

justified. 
7 characters maximum, 7 

asterisks, or blank, left justi-
fied. 

There is no card number 10. 

Card number 
Data Entry Security Word, mandatory for Add Matrix. 

If any data points are classified secret, security code "1", 
within this matrix, the secret security word must be 
assigned, entered, and recorded by data source. If this 
matrix is to be frozen, enter "FREEZE". 

—9- 





45-51 ..........7 characters maximum, 7 as-
terisks, or blank, left 
justified. 

52 	........... 	.l,2orblank ........... 

53-58 	......... 

59-62 	......... 

63-66 	......... 

67-79 	........ 

80 	........... 

Blank 

4 characters maximum or 
blank, left justified. 

4 characters maximum or 
blank, left justified. 

Blank 	............... 

P, S, blank or asterisk . 

Matnx titles 

(. an.l numbers 2-7 in-
clusive: 

	

28.30 	......... 

	

31.80 	......... 

002-007 

50 characters maximum 

Card number 8: 

28-30 ......... 

	

31.70 	......... 

Source 

Card number 9: 

	

28-30 	......... 

	

31.80 	......... 

Matrix note 

Card numbers 11-20 
inclusive: 

	

28-30 	 ... 

	

31-80 	......... 

008 ................. 

40 characters maximum 

009 ................. 

50 characters maximum 

011-020 

50 characters maximum is 

SECIION 3.4 
Card Format: Add MATRIX, Operation Code (AM) - Continued 

. 

	 Change MATRIX, Operation Code (CM) - Continued 

Column number 	 Contents 	 Explanation 

Fields varying from 
card to card - Conc. 

Card number 1 - Conc.: 

If any data points are classified confidential within this 
matrix, security code "2", the confidential security word 
must be assigned, entered, and recorded by data source. 

Crossfoot requested; I = yes 2 = no. Blank allowed only 
on Change Matrix. 

New Agency Code (for Change Matrix only). 

New Section Code (for Change Matrix only). 

Directory Security Level Indicator. Blank allowed only 
on CM. 

Card numbers. 

Matrix long title. Enter text continuously through 6 cards 
to a maximum of 300 characters (refer to Section 4 for 
sample). 

Card number. 

Matrix short title. 

Card number. 

Source. 

Card numbers. 

One matrix note is allowed per matrix. Enter text con-
tinuously through 10 cards to a maximum of 500 char-
acters. Refer to Section 4. 

- 10-. 





rr 

Card Furmat: Add MATRIX, Operation Code (AM) - Concluded 
Change MATRIX, Operation Code (CM) - Concluded 

SECTION 3.4 

Column number 	 Contents 	 Explanation 

Footnotes 

Card numbers 
111-193: 	 I  
28 	.............1 
29 	.............1-9 

30 	............ .1-3 	................ 

31-80 ...........50 characters maximum 

31-50 ...........20 characters maximum . 

1 in column 28 designates a footnote. 
Footnote number. A matrix may have a maximum of 9 

footnotes. 
Card numbers within each footnote (cols 28-30 are treated 

as a 3 digit card number.) 

Enter text continuously through 3 cards to a maximum of 
J 120 characters (refer to Section 4 for sample). 

. 
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SLC1 ION 3.5 

ADD SERIES, OPERATION CODE (AS) 

I lic ADD SERIES (AS) operation enters header 	 Further necessary information concerning each 
ilitoIiIl.iti1)n relating to a specific series. Entry of data is 	entry is given in the Glossary (Section 10). Report 
covered in Section 3.7. 	 Frequency codes are set out in Section 8. 

Card Format: Add Series, Operation Code (AS) 

Column number 	 Contents 	 Explanation 

Auto-duplicate 

All 	cards - 	Columns 
1-27: 

1- 	4 	........... TSDB 	................ System Identification. 

5- 	8 	.......... I 4 characters maximum, left Agency responsible for accuracy and security of data. 
justified. 

4 characters maximum, left Section of agency responsible. 9.12 	........... 
justified. 

13-19 	........... 7 characters maximum, left Code Word. This is the Data Entry Security Word which was 
justif led. entered in the matrix header and is mandatory to permit 

access to a matrix. 

........... AS 	................. I  Operation Code. 

0 digits maximum, right justi- Matrix number. 
fled. 

. 

Fields varying from 
card to card 

Card number 1: 

	

28-30 	.......... 

	

31-50 	.......... 

51-52 

	

53-54 	.......... 

	

55-56 	.......... 

	

57-59 	.......... 

	

60-66 	.......... 

	

67-68 	.......... 

69-71  

001 	................. 

20 characters maximum, left 
justified. 

00to09 .............. 

00to09 .............. 

Blank ................ 

001 to 998 or999 ....... 

7 characters maximum, left 
justified, or blank. 

Card number. 

CANSIM series number. 

Scalar Factor or Power Factor. 

Number of decimal places. 

Formerly Data Mask Type - internally converted to 03. 

Variance allowed expressed as a per cent as determined by 
the data source, or 999 = no edit requested. 

Series security word, security level "3". To freeze an 
individual series, enter "FREEZE". See Glossary. 

01 to 17 .............. .Report Frequency. 

000 to 999 ............Expected time of update. 999 if update can occur at any 
time. 

X characters. Alphabetic, left Databank series number. The alphabetic is the agency 
justified. Numeric, tight 	symbol i.e. D for Statistics Canada, B for Bank of Canada; 
justified 	 and numeric is the identification number. 

P,S, or blank ...........Directory Security Level Indicator. See Glossary. 

- 12- 
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Card Format: Add Series, Operation Code (AS) - Concluded 

Column number 	 Contents 	 Explanation 

Fields varying from 
card to card - Conc. 

Card number 2: 

28-30 	..........002 ................. 

31-50 ..........20 characters maximum, left 
justified. 

51-60 ..........10 characters maximum 

61-80 ..........20 characters maximum 

Card number. 

CANSIM series number. 

Unit of Measure i.e. dollars, bushels, tons etc. 

Series title (If title longer than 20 characters, continue to 
card 3). 

I-] 

Card number 3: 

	

28-30 	......... 

	

31-50 	......... 

	

51-80 	......... 

003 	................. 

20 characters maximum, left 
justified. 

30 characters maximum 

Card number. 

CANSIM series number. 

Series title. 

0 
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SECrioN 3.6 

I 
	 CHANGE SERIES, OPERATION CODE (CS) 

l'its ()peLatI)I nuv he used to change any entry 
(cx.epi report frequency) which appears in columns 
5 1-80 of cards 1-3 inclusive of the add series format. 
Entries in columns 1-50 inclusive of card I cannot be 
changed by a change series action. See Change Matrix. 

An entry in any field (cols. 51.80) of card 001 
replaces the corresponding entry in the series header. To 
unfreeze a series or blank the series security word (cols. 
60-66) enter asterisks. The Directory Security Level 
Indicator (column 80) may be changed to P or S if the 
indicator in the matrix header is an asterisk. Asterisks 
must not be entered in other fields of card 001. 

To change Unit of Measure, the new Unit of 
Measure should be entered in card 002, together with 
the first part of the series title. 

If change is required in the series title, both cards 
002 and 003 may be required. For example, to change a 
title presently on cards 002 and 003 to a title requiring 
only 1 card requires card 003 with blanks in columns 
5 1.80 in addition to card 002 containing the new title 
and the Unit of Measure. 

. 
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SEC I ION 3.7 

ENTER D,\T.'.. OPERATION CODE (El)) 

L \N!\l L'. 	 'nc 
point per card. Jntoi matloil m columns 1-27 on this 
form is common to all data points;therefore, a new form 
must be used to enter data points for each different 
matrix number. 

I li 	I 	In 	 Ifi 	II ( 	Inn 	Ic dc' 
with wli ich the data entry lonu must be cottiple ted. 
Particular care is required in deciding the correct data 
entry code (col. 67). There are 5 data entry codes as 
follows: 

Code Can 
rece 

Can be 
replaced 
by codes 

- Projection into future 	........................ Blank field, 1,2, or 3. 
codes 1 or 5. 

2— Estimate of current figure 	.................... Blank field, 3 or 4. 
codes 1 or 5. 

3 - Current figure 	............................ Blank field, 4 
codes 1,2, or 5. 

Codes 2, 3,4 or 5. 4 4—Revision of current figure 	..................... 
Never a blank field. 

5 	Initial entry of data 	......................... Blank field. 1, 2, 3, or 4 

Note: Entry type 3 must be used on updates against a type 2 when data values are the same. Entry type 4 must be used on up- 
IjteS against a type 2 when data values are different. Entry type 2 can be replaced by another type 2 data value by entering a "C" in 

Iumn 74. 

Card Format: Enter Data, Operation Code (ED) 

Column number 	 Contents Explanation 

Auto-duplicate 

All 	cards - Columns 
1-27: 

1- 	4 	...........TSDB 	................ System Identification. 

5- 8 	...........4 	characters 	maximum, 	left Agency responsible for accuracy and security of data. 
ju stifled. 

9-12 	...........4 	characters 	maximum, 	left Section of Agency responsible. 
justifIed. 

13.19 	...........7 	characters maximum, 	left Code Word. This is the Data Entry Security Word which 
justified. was entered in the matrix header and is mandatory to 

permit access to a matrix. • Operation Code. 

	

20-2 1 	...........ED 	.................. 

	

22-27 	 6 	digits Matrix Number. ........... maximum, 	right 
justified. 

- 15 - 





SL( 1 ION 3.7 

(:rd Format: Enter Data, Operation Code (ED) - Concluded 

Column number 	I 	Contents 

Fields varying from 
card to card 

28-30 ............001-999 .............. 
31-50 ............20 characters maximum, left 

justified. 

51-56 ............ 6 digits maximum, left justi- 
fied. 

Explanation 

Card number (optional). 
CANSIM series number. 

Reference Date (YYMMDD) i.e., Feb. 12, 1968 = 680212. 

Caution - Be sure that the reference date is consistent with 
the Report Frequency. Differences can lead to 
creation of blank slots when entering historical 
data (Entry Type 5). 

57.66 ........... 	10 digits maximum, right 	Data. Do not enter decimals or leading zeros. Whenever data 
justified  for a particular reference date is not available (for ex-

ample, because of confidentiality or a strike), a zero 
value must be entered with a footnote "data not available 
for (reference date)". This footnote enables users to 
differentiate between true "0" and not available "0". 

67 
	

1,2,3,4,or5 ...........DataEntryType. 
I. 2, 3, or blank ..........Security level of this data point. Ensure that the corres-

ponding security word has been entered in the matrix 
header or the series header. 

digits maximum or blank, A data point may make reference to four footnotes. Enter 
left justified. here the specific footnote number(s) in the matrix header 

which refer to this data point. 
73 ............. .9orblank 	 Blank Checks that the per cent change from the last 

period in the base falls within the variance allowed 
entered in the series header. 

9 - Override, i.e., no variance allowed check is made. 
74 ............. 	C,D,orblank .......... 	C - To correct an erroneous entry made for data points, 

entry type, security, or footnotes. If the field is left 
blank, that field will not be changed. In order to 
blank security enter an asterisk in column 68; to 
blank footnotes enter four asterisks in columns 69-
72. To change footnote references enter in columns 
69-72 all the footnote numbers which apply to the 
data point regardless of whether they appeared be. 
fore the correction. 

D - To delete the entire "data point slot". Columns 1-56 
must be complete and identical to that which is pre-
sently on base. To change reference date, first delete 
the data point slot and resubmit data with proper re-
ference date. 

Blank - Normal data action. Columns 1.67 must be com-
plete. In addition column 68 if data is secure and 
columns 69-72 if reference to footnotes required. 

5-80 	. . . . . . . . . . . 	. Blank ................ 

. 
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GENER ATE DATA (Gl) 

11n 	(lOin. 	ica1e 	I litci 	ftit 	II)) tOliiiIL- 

tions by using a control card(s). The card layout is 

Column number 	I 	Contents  

N 	Hi k iI d I k I F1CCIIc)t 	.ic!ctiiit i,Jttini iCiIUc'.t 

except that a S FART and ENE) date is required. 

Explanation 

15DB 1-4 	........... 
4 characters maximum, left 5- 	8 	........... 

justified. 

9.12 	........... 4 characters maximum, left 
justified. 

13-19 	........... 7 characters maximum, left 
justified. 

20-21 	........... GD 

6 digits maximum, right justi- 22.27 	........... 
fied. 

28-30 	........... 001-999 	.............. 

20 characters maximum, left 
justified. 

3 1-50 	........... 

6 digits maximum, left justi- S 1-56 	........... 
fied. 

6 digits maximum, left justi- 
fied. 

M,Q,orA 	............ 

64-66 	........... Blank 	................ 

67 	............ ..... 
68 	............ 

4 characters maximum, blank, 69.72 	........... 

.l,2,3,4,5,orblank 

or 

.1,2,3,*, or blank 

Blank 	................ 73 	............. 
74 	............ C,D,orX 	............ 
7 5-80 	........... Blank 	................ 

. 

System Identification. 

Agency. 

Section. 

Code Word. 

Operation Code. 

Matrix Number. 

Card Number (Optional). 
CANSIM series number. 

START DATE (YYMMDD) First reference date. 

END DATE (YYMMDD) Last reference date. 

Frequency.' 

Not used. 

Data Entry Type. 

Security level. 

Footnotes. 

Not used. 

Action request. 2  
Not used. 

M = monthly (YYMMDD) - YYMM must be complete. If day of month is required enter DD. 
0 = quarterly (YYMMDD) - YYMM must be complete. If quarterly periods are January, April, July and October, enter 01, 04, 

07, or 10 in MM. Otherwise enter 03, 06, 09 or 12. 
A = annual (YYMMDD) - YY must be complete. If month is required enter MM. 

2 C = correction - entry type, security level, and footnote fields must not be all blanks. 
D = delete - entry type, security level, and footnote fields must be all blanks. 
X = crossfoot - DO NOT USE. Not yet available. 



. 



TSDB 

	

1-4 	........... 

	

5- 	8 	........... 4 characters maximum, left 
justified. 

9-12 	........... 4 characters maximum, left 
justified. 

I 3-19 	........... 7 characters maximum, left 
justified. 

20-2 1 	........... TS, SS or DS 

22-27 	........... 6 digits maximum, light justi- 

System Identification. 

Agency Code. 

Section Code. 

Code Word (Data Entry Security Word). 

Operation Code. 

Matrix number. 

SLTlON 3.S 

S tERMINATE, START, AND DELETE SERIES 
OPERATION CODES (TS, SS, and DS) 

1 hese operations require the signature of the 
authorized requesting officer. Within Statistics Canada, 
requests without proper signature will not be accepted 
by GTSS. Government users submitting entries directly 
should ensure that requests to terminate, re-activate or 
delete series are similarly controlled. 

TERMINATE SERIES results in a closed file. 
Further requests to enter data will be refused. A series 
terminated in error may be re-activated by using the 
Start Series operation. A Change Series operation can be  

performed on a terminated series. Data may be retrieved 
from a terminated series. 

DELETE SERIES removes the series from the base. 
For safety, the delete series action ends with a card-out 
routine. Thus a series deleted in error may be re-entered 
into the base after checking that the entry type of the 
first data point in a series is 5 and all others are 5, 3, 2 or 
I —not4. 

The card format for IS, SS and DS differs only in 
the operation code entered in columns 20-21. 

Card Format: Terminate, Start, Delete Series 

Column number 	 Explanation 

fled. 

31-50 .......... 20 characters maximum, left CANSIM series number. 
justified. 

- 18 





SECTION 3.9 

r 

I)ILETE MATRIX, OPERATION CODE (DM) 

i~i i upciation icquhcs the signature of the au-
URL 'cd requesting officer. Within Statistics Canada, 
requests without proper signature will not be accepted 
by GTSS. Government users submitting entries directly 
should ensure that requests to delete matrix are similarly 
controlled. 

The DELETE MATRIX (DM) action removes the 
matrix from the base. The matrix number thus released  

can be used in a subsequent ADD MATRIX action. 
However, to minimize the chance of "dialing the wrong 
number" the matrix number will not be reissued 
immediately. For safety, the DELETE MATRIX opera-
tion ends with a card-out routine: thus if a matrix is 
deleted in error, it can be re-entered into the base. This 
command is inoperative if the series contained in the 
matrix have not already been deleted. 

. 

Card Format: Delete Matrix (DM) 

Column number 	I 	Contents 	 Explanation 

System Identification. 

4 characters maximum, left Agency Code. 
justified. 

	

1- 	4 	----------- 

	

9-12 	---------- - 4 characters maximum, left Section Code. 

5- 	8 	........... 

justified. 

TSDB 	............... 

7 characters maximum, left Code Word (Data Entry Security Word). 13:19 	----------- 
justified. 

20.21 	.......... 	. Operation Code. DM 	.................. 

6 digits maximum, right justi- Matrix number. -27 	........... 
fied. 

- 19 -. 





SECTION 3.10 

RENU1BER SERIES. OPERATION (ODE-: (RS) 

Ihi 	l ) eI.Ih!I CIWflbCI'. (ANSIM ciicl riunThen. 
within a iiial iix and should be used only when absolutely 

Card Format: Renumber Series, Operation Code (RS) 

Column number 

1-4 	........... TSDB 	............... 

4 characters maximum, let 5. 	8 	........... 
justified. 

9-12 	........... 4 characters maximum, let 
justified. 

7 characters maximum, let 
justified. 

	

13-19 	........... 

	

20-21 	........... RS 	................ 
22-27 	........... 6 digits maximum, right justi 

fied. 

20 characters maximum, let 3 1-50 	........... 
justified. 

20 characters maximum, lef 1 -70 	........... 
-justified. 	- 	 - 

Explanation 

System Identification. 

Agency Code. 

Section Code. 

Code Word (Data Entry Security Word). 

Operation Code. 

Matrix number. 

Present CANSIM Series Number. 

New CANSIM Series Number. 

20 





SECTION 4 

. 

	

SAMPLE FORMS FOR SUBMISSION TO KEY PUNCH 

. 

I'his sccutui contajw.,  a set of completed forms 
li iiine operations of the data entry program. 

Add Matrix (AM) 
Change Matrix (CM) 
Add Series (AS) 
Change Series (CS) 

S. Enter Data (ED) 
Delete Series (DS) 
Terminate Series (TS) 
Start Series (SS) 
Delete Matrix (DM) 

All cards in any request operating on a matrix 
always have information in columns 1-27 auto-
duplicated. In any action request operating on a series, 
all cards will have information in columns 1-27 and 
31-50 auto-duplicated. 

Entries which are always left-justified are: Agency, 
Section. Series number, Data Entry Security Word and 
other security words. The matrix number will always be 
right justified. The data will be right justified. Signed 
numbers will have the sign entered in the left hand 
cilumn immediately preceding the first digit. 

\Jd or Change Matrix Operations 
Note that columns 59-66 are used only in the 

I \\GE  MATRIX operation. In this action they may 
be used to replace the agency and section codes in the 
base (the codes existing in the base must, of course, 
appear in columns 5-8 and 9-12). 

The matrix long title (300 characters), matrix note 
(500 characters), and footnotes (120 characters each) 
are entered continuously without hyphens for words 
which would extend beyond column 80. 

Delete. Terminate and Start Operations 
To be executed a DELETE MATRIX, DELETE 

SERIES, TERMINATE SERIES, START SERIES form 
must bear the signature of the authorized requesting offi-
cer in the agency responsible for the data. As a safety 
measure the final setp in delete series or matrix actions is 
a card-out routine which provides for immediate re-entry 
in case of error. A card-out routine is time-consuming 
and costly; the authorized officers are requested to 
consider requests carefully before initiating the delete 
series or matrix actions. Note that all series within a 
matrix must be deleted prior to deleting the matrix 
header. 

Add Matrix (pages 23 and 24) 
This establishes matrix 7 on the CANSIM base. 

Nte that Data Entry Security Word (cols. 31-37) is 
:!andatory for this operation. This word becomes the 
Code Word, and any future requests to add or make  

changes to this matrix, or changes to series within this 
matrix, requires this code word. Because of secure data, 
"secret" and "confidential" security words are entered. 
Four footnotes are also entered. 

Add Series (pages 25 to 34) 
A separate Add Series form is required for each 

series to be added. Here we are adding the following 
series tomatrix 7: 1, 1.1, 1.1.1, 1.1.2, 1,1.3, 1.1.4,1.1.5, 
1.1.6, 1.1.7 and 1.1.8. Note that in every case theCode 
Word is mandatory in columns (13-19), which is the 
Data Entry Security Word established in the matrix 
header. Series 1.1.2 has a series security word. 

Data Entry (page 35) 
Cards 001.006. - These arc normal data entry 

actions to add current data for reference date 720900. 
Note that column 74 is blank, and entry type (column 
67) must satisfy requirements outlined in section 3.7. 
Series I .1.4 and 1.1 .6 has 9 in column 73 (variance 
allowed check will not be made). 

Card 007. - This operation deletes the "data point 
slot" for reference date 720610 (date should be 
720600). Note D in column 74. 

Card 008. - This operation enters the data deleted 
by card 007 with the correct reference date 720600. 
Note that column 74 is blank. 

Card 009. - Normal data entry action to add 
current data for reference date 720900. 9 in column 73 
(variance allowed check will not be made). 

Card 010. - Normal data entry action to revise a 
current figure for reference date 720300. Note 4 in 
column 67 and 9 in column 73. Although there is no 
security level change, 2 must be entered in column 68. 

Card OiL - This operation corrects the data for 
reference date 720600. Note C in column 74 and 9 in 
column 73. 

Card 012. - Normal data entry action to add 
current data for reference date 720900. 

Change Matrix (page 36) 
This operation changes the following in matrix 7: 

Data Entry Security Word from "ACCT 001" to 
"ACCT 111", 
Secret Security Word from "ACCTSEC" to 
"blanks", 
Confidential Security Word from "ACCTCON" 
to "ACCTFID", 
Agency Code from "STC3" to "STC4", and 
Section Code from "1100" to "2222". 

- 21 -. 
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SECtION 4 

. 	( hange Series page 37 i 	 Start Seric 	ac19)  

	

This operation changes the following in series 	Series 1 .1.6 is re-activated by this Start Series 
2 	 Operation - it was terminated before data was clean. 

Variance allowed from "025" to "010". 
Series Security Word from "ACCTSSW" to 

	

"Blanks", and Title to "MILITARY PAY, iw". 	Delete Series (pages 40 and 41) 

	

Note the blanks in columns 5 1-80 of card 003 	Deletes series I and 1,1 from matrix 7. Signature 

	

which are required to blank the previous entry in 	of the requesting officer required. 

I CrIllillah Sirie 

This operation terminates series 1.1.6. Data may 
He retrieved from a terminated series. Note signature of 
1 	 11111L0. 

l)elete Matrix (page 42) 
This operation to delete matrix 7 will be rejected. 

All series within matrix 7 must he deleted first. 

. 

0 
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S 	 . 

I '-J r  bjs'qae d3 	 jna 
AOL) OR CHANGE 	1AIR1X F0R>1-iUB 	RAGE 	I 

Iii si DI Bl (1-4) LI 	F 	I 	I f 13- 1I) 	CODE WORD (ON 	I. 

OPERATION ONLY'  

[S1r1cI1 ( 5-8) 	AGEN(:Y 	FA7M 	2 0-2I) 	OPERATION 	(.(1!E I 

I i.I.i 	0 1 01 (9-12) 	SECTION 	[1 	1 	I 	I 	I11 	22-7) 	MATRIX 	NUNHER 
CARD 	II 	1 

[pi u l ii (28-30) (52) 	CROSSFOOF Dp (80) DIRECTORY SECURITY 

IA 1C1ET1 oloIsi (31-37) DATA ENTRY SECURITY WORD 	I 	I 	I 	I 	JI LEE: 	LANK 

1AjcI c VrIsIEIcI (38-44) "SECRET" SECURITY WORD 	F 	I 	](59-b2) 	A;ECY ) 
L F!ALCL 	Aci:L(;y 

lACFCftIClfM (45-51) "CONFIDENT1AL 	SECURITY 	WflRD 	I 	I 	l(-h 	'E( '': 
,.DJ()P. 	SECTION) 

CARONO 
(28-3 0 ) 

LNG 	TITLE 	(31-80)  
__________ 40 	 60   

kT 	 GLöfN.ATZ&NA,L. 	P It 4 Z UC. T,. 	5L 0,0. 2 

0,0,3 RTERSt 	4L 	4.P4thLRSS 	Ui4A,TuSrE 	CR A w.) 	A.J.) 	.A)S 
0,0,4 T.E. 	(.SA)f1. 	5aEtA3 	WAkLZa-i 	. 	 . 	•- 	- 	- 

, 	 - 	-.--a—---4---- 

SHORT TiTLEj_  

uIc 

0 • (I • 6  
0,0,5 

SOURCE 	(31-8u) 	- 	 — 	- 
5A5T 	 1'QRIAa-CC+u P47.S 	C.A T. 2.A 

MATRIX NOTE 	(31-BJfl  
F1&, 	 s&Lc SEC. 	N.AT.&AJ 	.A. 0,1,1 

0.  12 

	

Uii31TS. 	 1.4 

	

Z 	 CAIP&IAASL1 	SE.TPS)4tE.S 
26.- 	iqs.,. 

NS ALT ----- - 
I3,.5' OI ZI. 

kN.N5UAJ,, 	5P1 3I13 
0.1,4 BL.X.CIATS,S 14Y. 1NLTZ.$i4A.L 	Ac 	+utS. .t.NC.4krIE. AN.)..E1%4t45 
0 . 11 tE5j32. j _•SYATXSj5CA)A.)ATA. 

)A 	S 	A.F 
ra-ER.1• 

.a_a-sa 	,•,•••,,• 	 _. 	- 	_. - 

O,L7N,C,E,_QSUA .  
01,8  

TE,R. 	EN) 

_______. 

Pu8L. 
F. 

- _._ 	a 1 	9 

3-1501-2: 26-b-71 

. 

C,, 
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. 	. 	. 
MATRIX NUMBER 	 7 	 DATE STAMP 	Woo, 	/5/73 

CARD NO 
(28-30) 

	

FOOTNOTE TEXT 	(31-80) 
40 	 50 	60 	 - - 	70 	 80 

ZKLC,LU.(S 	T4,E. 	WH 	 LAj( 	 _XT E:M:.:_
:_:  

XN,C,L.,_.C,4AINGIE,_MA L P1 	V,N1:RIE5.: 	1A 	 hA 

tiJ,CLuES, M.E1T_£Z.CME 	 PR4F.i. 	 A. _1,4,1 	 .r4,_ 	 LR1ErNCE.. 	 .&F 

•V:A:L,U:E.: 1 :i 

1•IlI && jj j i , 	 -- 	 , 	- 	- 	 -- _____________ 

' , 's , li ,_I_I_IIIIt I ,_ 	 _______ 	 - 	______•_..__ 	•_j, : 	: 	: 	:  
1.3,2  

111 

1,2,1 

1: 
1,31 

133  _: 
1 ,8.1 

1,9.1 

2204 — h: 22-9-69 I 
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I., 
vi 

• 	 S 	 . 

StatISIiCS Canada Stabsbque Canada 

General rime Sc-tics iaIl 

ADD OR CHANGE SERIES FORM - TSDB 

Ills I DI HI (1-4) 	 IiiIIITtoI01i1 (IS. (9) (ode word 	
AS or CS 

Date stamp 

	

I $ ITI13] (5-8) A*ency 	 L4I.j (20-21) Operation code 	 Alo iJ 	i3/7 

	

I Ii lolol (9-12) Section 	 I 	I 	11(22.27) .4arntx number 

CARD • 1 	 LQ±] (51-52) Scalar factor 

Lo 101 l 1(28-30) 	 10141 (53-54) Y'lumbcr of decimal places 

rI—ri 	
ii 	11111 	11TTl 	flit) 

I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 
(31 -50) Sent. number (repeats on cards 002 and 003) __________ 

LOJ2sISi 	.59) Variance allowed 

[1 	I 	I 	I I I J (60-66) Series security word 

1II1 (67-68) Report frequency 

(69-71) Update time 

	

I I 	I I II I*1 (72-79) batabank series identifier 

LIII (80) Directory security 

CARD.2 	1 0 1 0 1 2 1(28.30) 

[II 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I1111(SI.50)Seriennurnber 

IIILILlAtR13I I I 1(51.60) Unit of measure 

EGIR 1013 IS! INlAITlX1j.!JlA IL! I PJRl01Iii1 (trl -80) Title (first part)  

 

  

CARD it 3 	1010 lii (28-30) 

III 	I 	111 	11 	I 	I 	I 	1 	111 	I 	I 	11 	1 (31.501Sen.esnum)er 

ICITI IAIT! IP1fIA IRIKIE.ITI IPIRItld!tI3I ) I !RIATII I I I I II (l  -80) Title (second psor) 

2700-6: 11-1-73 

 



. 
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S 	 . 

1* Statcs Canada StatlstKue Canada 

(eneral Time Series Stall 

ADD OR CHANGE SERIES FORM-TSDB 

ITISIDIB 	 s I(l.4) 	 A1_lcIyIolotI(l.l9)coJewora 	
ASoCS 

Date stamp 

F1TIdl3I (5.8) Ajeltcy 	 1T1 (20-21) Operation code 	 'VO t?. 	 I 
rn '1010] (9-12) Section 	 I I I I I Ill (22 -27) Mstritt number 

CARD ii 

lijol 	I ($-30) 

1 1.1 1 1 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 
(31 -50) Series number (repeats on cards 002 and 003) 

LQLLII (51 -52) St slat factor 

[QiOl (53 -54) Slumber of decimal places 

(55 -56) Left blank 

LQIZI_si (57.59) Variance allowed 

IF I I I I I I (60-66) Series security word 

[QI1 (67 -68) Report frequency 

LOJ_!JJ (6971) Update time 

lI 	I 	I I Ill I 11(72.79) Databank series identifier 

LI (80) Directory security 	 - 

CARD.2 	1 0 1 0 1 2 1(28.30) 

IhI.l%I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I(31-50)Serje5nu,nber 

CARD.3 	1010131(28.30) 

1iI.I$I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	11(31-50)Se,ieanumber 	 en 

I Alli I EIA I CI TI I RI I Cl 1 S 111 , I I IA I4I I I I I I I I I I I 1 (51-80) Title (second part) 

2700-6; 11-1-73 





r 	
. 	 . 	 S 

1+ Statistics Canada StatlstKue Canada 

(,cneral Time ,efics ra(j 

ADD OR CHANGE SERIES FORM.TSDB 

I TI SI D 
	 IAIC!dIT1OFO ii (l'.l9) Code word 

	 AS or CS 

Date samp 

lS1TI 131 (5-8) Agency 
	 AI[] (20-21) Operation code 	 Nail. IJ17 I 

F 11110101 (9-12) Section 	 I 	I I 	I 	I IF (22.27)4strix number 	 - 

M 
-J 

CARD a 1 

I 0  I 0  I 	I (28- 30) 

rlI.II.ItI 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 
(31 -50) Series number (repeats on cards 002 and 003)  

LOiiJ (51 -52) S'aIar factor 

53-54) Number of decimal places 

(55 -56) Left blank 

OLZLu] (57.59) Variance allowed 

II 	I 1(60.66) Series security word 

F-O (,7-68) Report frequency 

L1i (69-71) Update time 

I 31 	I 	I 	I II 5131 (72- 79) Databank series identifier 

(80) Directory security 

CARD.2 	1 0 1 0 1 2 1(2830) 

I It. It 1.111 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 1 ( 31-50)Series number 

IZI O ILILIAIRT 5F M (51-60) Unit of measure 

	

IWIAICIE131 	 (61 

CARDi3 	1 0 1 0 1 3 1(28.30) 

Ill.ItIIII 	11 	111 	1 	1 	1 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I(31.5O)5erjesiiu,nber 

- 
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S 	 . 

1+ Statistics Canada Statique Canada 

•4 

(.rneral Time Series Staff 

ADD OR CHANGE SERIES FORM-TSDB 

	

TI si DI Ill (.4) 	 (13-19) Code word 	
AS or CS 

Dare stamp 

	

ISITIci3i (5.8) Agency 	 (20.21) Operstaon code 	 I 

	

III blot (9-12) Section 	 L_1_±7J1J (22- 2') Matrix number 

CARD a 1 	 Ldi.i1 (51 -32) Scalar factor 

I 01 01 I (28.30) 	 [I.i (53-54) Number of decimal places 

111.111. ILl 	I I 	I 	I 	I I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	 [111111] (53-56)Lettblank 
(31 -.50) Series number (repeats on carda 002 and 003)  

10111  5L57.59) Variance allowed 

IA IC IC I TI SI $iA (60-66) Series security word 

riii (67 -68) Report frequency 

i (69.71) Update time 

I 	I I I I 	I I I S1I41 (72-79) Dsrabank series identifier 

!11 (80) Direcrocy security 

CARD.2 	10101 2 1 (28 . 30)  

	

I II' 111.12.1 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	1 	I 	1 	Series number 

	

I)IIL.IL.IAIRISl I 	I (51 .60) Unit of measure 

IMILIL.I471AIRI'1I IPIAIVI IIWLDI IAlIs.IL1(61.80)Tjrle(firsrpart) 

CARD a 3 	lab 1 3 1(29-30) 

	

II.IiI.ILI 	I 	I -1 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	 1 I(31.50)Seriesnumber 

!öIWIA [N IdE I SI • I IRIAIWI I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ( 51-80) Title (second past) 

2700-6: 11-1-73 vs 
1 
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Statcs Canada Stabstique Canada 

General Time series Staff 

ADD OR CHANGE SERIES FORM-TSDB 

	

ITISI0I Bl(14) 	 (N-19)(ode word 	
ASoeCS 

Date stamp 

	

rs ITI C13i (5-8) Agency 	 All  (20- 21) Operation code  

	

[ I I 10111 (9-12) Section 	 H I 	I Ill! (22-27)Satrix number 

CARD • 1 	 E0AL1 (51 52) Stalar factor 

Lo 0 1 1(28-30) 	 [öiJJ 	- 54) slumber of iccimal places 

[uI.1h113! I I I I I I I I I I I I LIJ 	 1 (55.S(, )Leftblank 
(31-50) Series number (repeats on c.rds 002 and 003) 

Variance allowed 

I I I (60-66) Series security word 

[j9j (67 -(s) Report frequency 

[Qj_9iLJ (69-71) Update time 

i1 I I I I II £[~1 (72-79) Dsi.bank series identifier 

LII (80) Direc*oey security 

CARDi2 	1 0 1 0 1 2 1(28.30) 

	

il. I 11.131 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I (51-50) Series number 

tIILILIAIlSI I I 1 (51-60)Unitof measure 

	

1CI4IRIPIIRlAITlIL 	IP I4F1ftJ 	1 (61-80)ThIe(rst part) 

CARD.3 	1010131(28.30) 

I I  I 	I 	I 	131 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	11111 0 -50) Series number 

I3IEIrI1RlEI ITIAIXIEISI I IRJAI"tII I I I I I I I I I 1 1 1 I (I.80) Title (second pitt) 

2700-4: 11-1-73 
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1* Statistics Canada Statistue Canada 

(eneral lime Series stafl 

ADD OR CHANGE SERIES FORM.TSDB 

ITISIDI 8 1(14) 	 Ei1tcJii1oJii1 05-19)(ode word 	
ASoCS 

Date stamp 

I SIT! C131 (5-8) Agency 	 [i1IS1 (20-21) operation code F  No sI. /5/75 
I I % 101 I (9-12) Section 	 1 I F I I Jli (22. 27) Matrix number 

CARD • 1 	 LOiiiI (SI -52) Si. alar factor 

101 0 11 I (28-30) 

L'I.ltI.I 144IIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
(31 .50) Series number (repeat, on carda 002 and 003) 

L_oJqjj (69-7(1 Update time 

I DI I I I I I SI I (72-79) Databank series idcntif let 

(80) Directoty security 

CARDa2 	1 0 1 0 1 2 1(28.30) 

I 	I. I "I .1 1+1 	I 	1 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	1 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I fIIIIi (II -50) Series number 

	

IIII..FLIAlRISl 	I I 	I (51 -60) Unit of measure 

IPIAIXIb! 1111 I 4 II(61.80)Title(first pan)  

CARDa3 	1 0 1 0 1 3 1(28.30) 

	

II.lil.I4I 	F 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	1 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I(3(.50)Seriexnijmbe, 

IN I I RIEI SI ZIblI ,4l1iSI I IRJAIII I I I I I I I I I I I I I I,i -80) Title (second part) 

270O-6 11-1-73 

54) "lumber of decimal places 

(55 .56) Lelt blank 

I 01 Z I Si (57.59) Variance allowed 

II 	I 	1 I I I (60-66) Series security word 

[Lti (67 -68) Report frequency 

6 z 
4111 





• • 

1* Statistics Canada 	Statistique Canada 

(,t'neral 	I ornt . 	tall 

ADD OR CHANGE SERIES FORM-TSDB 

(-(91 
AS of CS 

Dice stamp 

1S1T1C131 (5 -8) Agency (20-21) Operation code Way. 13173 
I I I 	I ólTl (9-12) Scct,o.t I 	I 	I 	11 (22 - 27) 'darns number 

tea 

CARD N 1 

(28 30) 

IiI.Iil.IIIIIIl'I!IIIlT!Il 
(31 .50) Series number (repeats on cards 002 and 003) 

(5) 52) Scala, factor 

LQJI (51-5I) 'tlumber of decimil place, 

	

. 	Left blank 

01 2JS] (57 -59) Variance allowed 

II 	I 	I I I 1(60.66) Series security word 

(67-681 Report frequency 

11IL1 ((e9-71) Update time 

LL_.[ 1F Ii I SIli (77.79) Dacabank series identifier 

(80) I)irectoey security 

CARDa2 	1 0 1 0 1 2 I(28.30) 

$1. III. 151 I I I I I I I I 1 1 I 1171 (31 -50) Series number 

I)IÔILILIAIW.IS I I I 1(51.60) Unit of measure 

IRtlNl1I ) I 

CARD.3 	1010131 (79 . 30)  

I I I. I Ie I.I 5 f 	I 	I -.1 	I 	I 	1 	I 	I 	1 	I 	I 	I 	I 	1._I ( 31 -50) Series number 

I_s_Id .1 IxINIvIl sIrIpIcINI'rI ITIMIc I*lrIcI I I RIAIWI 1 1 1 1 (1-80) Title (second pan.) 27I0—: 





. 	 . 	 S 

10  Stistics Canada Slabstique Canada 

General Time Series .raf( 

ADD OR CHANGE SERIES FORM-TSDB 

T S I D 8 (1-4) 	 FC. 	( I - 19) ( ode word 
Date stamp 

ISJI1C.I31 (5-8) Ajency 	 [I$I] (20-21) Operation code 	 Af'O ... /3,/13 	j 
I 	"10101(9.12) Section 	 I 	I 	111(22.27) Matrix number 

CARD it 1 	 L1i (51- 52) Sealar factor 

0 1 0 1 1 1  (28-30) 	 LIJ (53 -54) Number of decimal places 

I I J .111. 1W 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	[F1 (55.56) Left blank 
(31-50) Series number (repeats on cardi 002 and 003) 

1012.1 ~ I (57.59) Variance allowed 

1 	1 	I 	I 	I 1(60-66) Series security word 

LI1 (7 -68) Report frequency 

(69-71) Update time 

11 	I 	I I 	lit I2 I (72-79) Databank series identifier 

E (80) Directory security 

CARD.2 	1 0 1 0 1 2 1(2830) 

IIl.III.II 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I()l.50)Serie.number 

[I4 IL I L1*lR.ISI I 	1(51.60) Unit of  measure 

I,ICIC IRII I ItJIEITI Fz!'JICI . I II F1 IF 1(61 -80) Title (first part) 

CARD.3 	IOIOI3I(28.30) 

lII.III.II 	I 	I _I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I(31.50)Serjeanu.ber 
___ 	 m 

IAI* I'll 	Ip SRI - I IFl RIIi'iI IFIAIl)1I IP IRIGI 	II I I 	RIAIiiI (51.80) Title (second part) 

z 27II-4: ll-l•73 
jh 





r 	
. 	 . 	 . 

1+ Statistics Canada Statistique Canada 

(.cneral I ime ,eries .ca(f 

ADD OR CHANGE SERIES FORM-TSDB 

IT Is f 01 BI (1-4) 
	 L4JcITLôJiLi1 (I (9) (ode word 

	 AS or CS 

Date stamp 
1STTId! 31 (5  -8) Agency 	 LIS (20.21) Operation code 	

.0:  /  J/7  3 
I II % IOI 	(9.I) Section 	 I 	111111] (2.! -27) %Iacrix number 	- 

CARD 1 

I 0 0 I (28 -30) 

FlI.IIT.?'I!_II 	I I 	I I I IT I I 	I 1 11 
(31.50) Series number (repeats on cards 002 and 003) 

CARDs2 	1 0 1 0 1 2 1(29 30) 

L641 (51 .52) Scalar (actor 

(53-54) 7umbcr of drcimjl places 

[111 (55 -5(r) Left blank 

	

01 Li SI 	Vsrisnce allowed 

I 	I 	I 	I 1l (60-66) Series security word 

LOL[J (67 -68) Report frequency 

Lof9II1 ((,9.71) Update time 

L1 I I F 1115191(7279) Databank seriea id.nnifie, 

LII (80) Directory security 

CARD.3 	1010131 (28 . 30)  

111. Iii. Ill 	I 	I A 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	1 	I (31-50) Ser,s number 

IRIMI 1uINIz.IMlcJlRlpl .1 IBluls IrlrIIsIsI,J1RlAIwI 1.111 (l-80) Title (second part) 

2700-6. 11-1-73 



. 



S 
	

. 	 S 

1* Statistics Canada Statistkue Canada 

(,..neral I .me ,eries .taI1 

ADD OR CHANGE SERIES FORM-TSDB 

Date stamp 

EiTIcL3i (5-8) Agency 	 (20-21) Operation code 

	

F A(o V.  

Li1i.I.PI.1 (9-12) Section 	 1 1 I 	1 1 Ill (22 -27) Matrix number 

CARD a 1 	 L.tiI (5) -52) Scalar (actor 

0 I 011 1(28.30) 

111.111.181 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 
(31 -50) Serie. number (repeats on cards 002 and 003) 

oil  (53.54) Number of decimal pisces 

(33 -56) LeIt blank 

LQLZI.S1i (57 .59) Variance allowed 

I 	I I I I 1(60-66) Seties security word 

iIij (67-68) Report treqaency 

LQ.1Iq1 (69-7)) Upd&te time 

I.L I I I I I F4I1 ('2-79) Databank series identifier 

LIII (80) l)irectory securi;) 

CARDs2 	1 0 1 0 1 2 1(28 30) 

[ii. III. Il 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	ITTI 	I 	1 (I -50) Series number 

0141LILIAIPLIS1 1 I 1(51.60) Unit of measure 

[ IN Ivl l4lT1ölRlY I l'lA FL IAIA ITl1I,4T1 (61 -80) Title (lirst part) 	 -- 

CARDa3 	IOIOI3I(28.30) 

111.1 ii.iei 	I 	I .1 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I(31.5O)Sefjeanun.ber 

I 	I3jiI s1-rlrI £ I slil I IRIA IWI I I F I I I I I I I I_I 	I I (3) -80) Title (second part) 

2700-6: I 1-1-75 



fl 



. 

	

. 

	

10 Statistics Canada Statistique Canada 	
iAIH STAMP 

ITI SI DI BI (1-4) 
	 AIjCITIo1oU I i—i 	i:iL!: sORD 	[ At OO /3/73 

ISITIc_131 (5-8) AGENCY 	 I EIH (O—] 	)PERATIN CODE 

[ii iIoI 	(9-12) SECTION 
	 I 	[ 	( i2-27) MATRIX NUMBER 

ARD NO 
(28-30) 

SERIES 	NUMBER 
(31— 50) 

REFEI(I..L E. 

(vR-Mo-by (5-56) 
DAIA 	POINT 	% FOOTNOTES uj  

 (57—h f) 	67X68) 	(69-72) 	(73 1 

010.1 11L'AflII  AL°ALL 

g,o,3 3 

 _I LL. 
A.._..L 	531Z1Z. 

AAIAA A A1,AA  0C L*AIA 0. S 1, 	S 	 A 

O A0A AAI 	 AAAAA,AAIA 	I 	I 	I _A_ ______ 
1ZA0._jQ _.  

o_0, I _._I_. _I AAIA•L '1_2_OA 	_- _._. - 	_ 	__2 	__.....l...._ 	A - __________________ 

I_A_I 0 .0. I,. _I.._1_LALLA 1 	 1 71.09, A , L,._CL3Z i 91
.. 7ZO3, 

2. $, _I. _* A,,AAAA,A_•_A 	12._01 
ALA_IA_ 9 L 4., 4 gc 

ALA_ISA!_A_I 	f.....4........ 	. f_.._.I_ . _______ A_A.IL 	L.A_• 

_______ ___________________________________________________________ 	I_*_- A__ •___••. 	- ___________ 

- LAS_ALASI I _______ ___•__•___ I 

I_A I_I_I_SA l. •_A_A_A AA_I_I_A_I _ AL A ___ _ 

I_A II,..IASAIIIA,_I 

0408-77 20-10-71 

U. 

C,) 





'a 
0' 

S 	 . 
	

S 

.Dtdtst'c Cô .ac,a 	IaIstque .anaaa 
ADO OR CHANGE MATRiX FORM-TSDB 	PAGE 1 

ITISIDIBI(l-4) 	 1A1c1cftl01W(i 1-I") CODE WORD (ON C'I 
OPERATION ONLY) 	/o U. /3J?3 

I SITI3 ( 5-8) A(;ENcY 	 (!o-21 	'PERATION (:('14F: 

I l'IoIo1 (4-12) SECTION 	I I I I I 	1(-27) MATRI" NUMBER 

CARD II 1 

1 0 1 0 111(28-30) 	 E52) CROSSFUUI 	L] (bO) DIRECTORY SLCL'RITY 

IAICICITI ii III 1(31-37) DATA ENTRY SECURITY WORD 	 I I I L]53-58) LEFT BLANK 

(38-44) "SECRET" SECURITY WORD 	 1SJc1J(542) Ac;F::r 
(Jo t:HANGL 4\GLNCY 

[Alcici -ri ri xl')! (45-51) "CONF t DENTI AL 	SF.CL'R i T Y :oo {.2.LLE ZZ ' i-h#- 	: 	
,:, io< si:crio: 

CARONO 
(2 8 -30) LONG 	TITLE 	(31-80) 

40 50 	 60 70 	 so 
- 00 '  •'. , a..,,' 	..4-.....s_..j.. _t , S• , _,. 	s4J_s...4...s......._ 	-- 

a.,, . ' , 	1. 	 a..,4._...5,.._j 	I 	I 	•_J. 	I 	4. 	_I 	I 	I 	.... 	-------- L. 	 .. _._ 

0, 	J, 3  

0.0. 5 

S 	.... 	 .._i._.....--------- - ---- 

I 	................. 

-4-1 	4.a.......L...S....... 

a.--- --a _______ 

SHORT TITLE 	(31-70)__  

0.0 	8 - 	- . 

SOURCE 	(31-8))  

0 ,1) I•L.I.___J___L,,_,_,_4.__J.___.._J._.L.I,IflI I 	4 	5 	.,...._.a. __j__._._.,,___.,., - - 5. 	5 	5 

MAT$IX 	NOTE 	(31-80) 
0 , 1 	1 5 	.__..11I_i_ltthl!Ij__ls, 

,.,.,,..,,,,,,,,,,,. 

. ,, ,,,, 

- 
.1 	•.'., 

•'.'''l_lS,.I.I..,. 

. 

.,4-,,_,j_, 	L_.4..._...., _..S. 	_L........I _4__-, 

	

L....._S_._._4___L..&_..l 	.1 	. 	a. 	1._i.,, 

	

. 	._..J......_S...I_.. 

	

I, 	I 	__j 	4 	4 

- .1.. - 	- ........ 

,..,;,&i, 

- .- a 	- 	------------ 

a _. . 	- 	. 	& 	 .1-.... a 	I 	 - 
a 	& 	I 	-4. 	4 	* 

I.s._..a...I 

	

._.._L.,i.._a.._J 	I 	S 

I 

0 •1. 

0 . 1 	3 
014 
0 , 1. S 

0 .1,6 
0,1.7 

1.) .1. 9 

41 





S 	 . 	 . 

General Time Series Staff 

ADD OR CHANGE SERIES FORM-TSDB 

ITISIDI BI(1_4) 	 [AIlc.ITT II 1111 (13-19)Cojeword 	
ASorCS 

Dice snanip 

[tTIC!141 (5-8) Agency 	 iIi1I1 (20-21) Operation code 
	

vo u.  
I LI LI 2121(9.12) Section 	 I 	I I 	I 	I 71 (22.27) Macna numtter 

IE 

'a -a 

CARD a 

1010111 (28-30) 

IIl.tII.IR.I I I I I I I I I I I 17777 1  
(31 -50) Series number (repeats on cards 002 and 003) 

CARDs2 	1 0 1 0 1 21(28.30) 

LL.J (51 52) Scalir factor 

(53-54) Number of decimal places 

L......LJ (55 - 56) Left blank 

1011 101 (57 -59) Varianee allowed 

(60.66) Series security word 

(67 -68) Report frequency 

	

I 	I 	I (69-71) Update time 

I 	I 	I I I I 1(72.79) Databank series identifier 

	

111111 	Directory security 

IIIMHNFl•UlURU•U•UUiiqciijim . 
IIöIL1LlAIftISI I I I (51-69) Unit of measure 

- ---- 

CARD a 3 	______ 

(31 -50) Series number 

I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	I 	1 	I 	I 	I 	I 1(I.80)Tit1e(secondpaa) 	 9 
2100.4: 11-1-73 	 Z 



. 



F. 	
. 

	 rl 
I+ Statistcs Canada Statistque Canada 

RI si o Bj 1-4) 

G.n.eI Time S.nss Staff 

DELETE MATRIX FORM-TSDB 

____ 13- 191 CODE WORD 

EiIMi 

 

-ON 

DATE STAMP 

_ 1 

	

[_Ij.j 15-el AGENCY 
	 120-211 OPERATION CODE 

	

L1IIIIiI 9 12) SECTION 
	 III I II (22-21) MATRIX NUMBER 

SIGNATURE OF REQUESTING OFFICER 

Ia 

OD  

TERMINATE, START OR DELETE SERIES FORM-TSDB 

11-41 

rsTf4j IS-el AGENCY 

[1I[I 9. 121 SECTION 

[AIcIft[iFii[ij 113-191 CODE WORD 

LILS1 120.21) OPERATION CODE 

I_I_I_17i 122- 271 MATRIX NUMBER 

11IFii I. 30) CARD NUMBER 

[I.I%I.IbI_I_I_I__I_I_I_I_I_I_I_II_1 

SIGNATURE OF REQUESTING OFFICER 	 qLL._Yftgi.y 
2-1501$, 30-3-7) 

TS. $$ - DS 

DATE STAMP 

[ 0e _

' 71 





r 	
. 

	

. 

1+ Statiics Canada Statishque Canada 

G.nerol Time S.rl.a Staff 

DELETE MATRIX FORM-TSDB 	 OW 

DATE STAMP 

ri si oIj 	 [_1 I I I 	IS- 191 CODE WORD 

II I Ll 150) AGENCY 
	 EIui ( 20-21) OPERATION CODE 

II I Li  9. 12) SECTION 
	 III I Ii I22.Z MATRIX NUMUER 

U. 

SIGNATURE OF REQUESTING OFFICER 

TERMINATE S  START OR DELETE SERIES FORM-TSDB 

I r i s I o l e l 11-4) 

EJIliTI1 IS-SI AGENCY 

IZ.IZI LI 2.1 9. 121 SECTION 

[AlcIc.J111 11i1 (I3 191 CODE WORD 

ES1IISII 120. 21) OPERATION CODE 

TI I I 	I 7 122- 27) MATRIX NUMBER 

Iole! J  I. 301 CARD NUMBER 

111.1 Il.11 	I 	1 	1 	1 	1 	I 	1 	I 	I 	1 	I 	I 	lii 131.501 SEWIESNUMSER 

TS- 55-05 

DATE STAMP 

b '°• /3/73 

SIGNATURE OF REQUESTING OFFICER 	 IE_tt )tzd.J- 
9II0l_5 20-3.73 





p  

S 	 S 	 • 
10 Statistics Canada Statistique Canada 

11  s o e (1-4) 

__ 11.51 AGENCY 

I I I Ij II- 121 SECTION  

Gens,aI Time S.r,.i Staff 

DELETE MATRIX FORM-TSDB 

I I I I I [1 III . 	CODE WORD 

fMJ 4-21I OPERATION CODE 

I I I I Li (22-271 MATRIX NUMBER 

CM' 

DATE STAMP 

P 

SIGNATURE OF REQUESTING OFFICER 

 

TERMINATE, START OR DELETE SERIES FORM-TSDB 

I_T 	I olel Il-Al 

IfttJiiIIIi41 IS-SI AGENCY 

(1-121 SECTION 

Ijffffifi1 II3I,I CODE WORD 

J] Io 211 OPERATION CODE 

I I I Ill (22-271 MATRIX NUMBER 

F[1i123. 	CARD NUMBER 

IIIIfIIIIHHIIIIIIIIlSISOISERIESNUMBER 

T5-SS- OS 

DATE STAMP r 	'3/7J 

 

 

3-1901 	30.3.73 

SIGNATURE OF REQUESTING OFFICER 	 .L.  e, a~ 

 

0 z 



Ll 



S 	 . 
	

S 

I* Statistics Canada Statistique Canada 

Gsn.,aI Time S.n.s Staff 

DELETE MATRIX FORU-TSDB 

[1 s i of1 	 I I I I I JIll 113- 19) CODE WORD 

I1I _LJ )59) AGENCY 	 ElM] 20. 21) OPERATION CODE 

LI[IIJIII 9.12) SECTION 	 I I I I I Cl 122.271 MATRIX NUMSER 

OM 

DATE STAMP 

SIGNATURE OF REQUESTING OFFICER 

1 
TERMINATE START OR DELETE SERIES FORM-TSDB 	 TS. 55- OS 

DATE STAMP 

RFsroT[II 
1114i 1 . .5) AGENCY 

[ 2,4 2JTtI[I2J 9. 121 SECTION 

IAIcICilfiiiIIfl 113. 191 CODE WORD 

l] 120.211 OPERATION CODE 

LLI I 	I 7 422. z, MATRIX NUMBER 

[öfóJ I 1. 301 CARO NUMBER 

I il .I.iI I 	I 	I I 	I 	I 	I 	I I 	II 	I 	I 11.1111 131.501 

3—II01._5: 90.5.73 

SIGNATURE OF REQUESTING OFFICER  





Pr 	

. 	 . 

	

. 

I, Statistics Canada Statistique Canada 

G.n.oI Tim. Si.s Stuff 

DELETE MATRIX FORM - TSDB 

[ 	j 	11 - 41 	 EALcic.I -rI ififil 

SJ ,icjj '5.81 AGENCY 	 1IIJuj 120. 21) OPERATION CODE 

49.12) SECTION 	 I I 1 	I I'] 122.27) MATRIX NUMBER 

CM! 

DATE STAMP 

L '±thJ 

SIGNATURE OF REQUESTING OFFICER 

TERMINATE S  START OR DELETE SERIES FORM—TSDB 

ETToTi (1-41 

LE[TJ (5-8) AGENCY 

LLLIJ 9. SECTION 

(13.191 CODE WORD 

11111 130.21) OPERATION CODE 

ri I I 	Ii (22. 27) MATRIX NUMBER 

[1 11 (. 30) CARD NUM8ER 

11111111111 111111flT1I3I.50(SER)E$NUMBER 

TS- SS. DS 

DA'E STAVP 

LiI2J 

3-I801..6: 30-3-73 SIGNATURE OF REQUESTING OFFICER 

	 I 





SECIION S 

~ 0 
,IC3 	Sri 143. 	I I_lj 	 -. 	 UAT 	NOVsMOCFI 15. 1973 	TINE 	1230 P 

SO ADD MATRIX SO 	 MATPIX - CC0007 

•SSCURITY BORD• 	PRESENT 	 CROSSYCOT - NO 
DATA ENTRY 	 YES 

MATRIX SECURITY LEVEL INDICATOR 	PUBLIC 

SECRET 	 YES 
CONFIDENTIAL 	 YES 

LOND TIT5E: 	NATI)NAL INCOME AND GROSS NATIDNAL PRootjcr. 	BY QUARTERS. MI__ION DOLLARS. UNADJUSTED IRAWI 	AND ADJUS 
TED ISA) 	FOR SEASONALITY. 

SHORT TITLE:NATICNAL INCOME K. GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT 

SOURCE: 	NATIENAL 	INCOME K. EXPENDITURE ACCOUNTS CAT. 	13-GEL 

NOTE: 	FOR CONCEPTS. METHODS AND SOUPES SEE NATIONAL ACCOUNTS, 	INCOME AND EXPENDITURE. 	1926-1956. 	13-502. STATIrTICS CANADA. FOP FOOTNOTTS CONSLLT ANNUAL PUBLICATIONS ]F SATIONAL ACCOUNTS. 	INCOME AND EXPEND ITURES. 	13-201. 	STATISTICS CANADA. 	DATA PUBLISHED APPRORIMATELY BR CALENDAR DAYS AFTER END OF REFERE 
NCE QUARTER, 

ROOTNOTE 1) 	INLLUOES THE WITHHOLDING TAX APPLICABLE TO THIS ITEM. 
INCL. CHANGE 	IN TAPM INVENTORIES. 	AN ADJUSTMENT HAS BEEN MADE FOB ACCRUED NET EARNINGS OF FARM OPERATORS FROM C.B.S. INCLUDES NOT 	INCOME OF 	1NOEPLN)NT PROFESSIONAL PRACTITIONERS. 

4
1 
 PELATES TO THE DIFFERENCE BETAREN THE VALUE OF PHYSICAL CHANDE 	IN INVENTORIES AND THE CHANGE IN BOOR VALUE. 

SO ADD SERIES S. 	 MATRIX - 000007 SERIES - 	 1 

NUMBER 3F DECIMAL PLACES: 	0 	VARIANCE ALLOWED: 	25 	PERCENT SCAI..AR FACTOR: 	06 - MILLIONS 

PROTECTED SERIES: 	NO SECURITY LEVEL INDICATOR - IN MATRIX 

REPORT FREQUENCY: 	09 - QUARTERLY 	UPDATE TIME 	99 DAYS UNIT OF MEASURE: 	DOLLARS 

TITLE 	GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT AT MARKET PRICES. RAW DATABANK SERIES NUMBER - D 	164 

SO ADO SERIES " 	 MATRIX -  000007 SERIES - 	1,1 

MJMBER 3F DECIMAL P1_ACES: 	0 	VARIANCE ALLOWED: 	25 	PERCENT SCALAB FACTOR: 	os - MILLIONS 

PROTECTEO SERIES: 	NO SECURITY LEVEL INOICATOR - IN MATRIX 
--- ORT FREQUENCy: 	09 - QUARTERLY 	UPDATE TIME: 	99 DAYS UNIT OF MEASURe: 	DOLLARS 

TiC 	NET NATIONAL. 	INCOME AT FACTOR COST, 	RAW OATABANK SERIES NUMBER -0 	ISO 

. ' 	

DD SERIES •s 	 MATRIX - 000007 SERIES - 	1.1.1 

"rEM 	F DECIMAL PLACES: 	0 	VARIANCE ALLOWED: 	25 	PERCENT SCALAR FACTOR: 	06 - MILLIONS 

. 

43 





SEi('UON S 

L 
- 	 1 	 I 	 DATE 	OVE.'4BE 	15. 1973 	TIRE 	2*130 

'PELTED SERIES: 	NO 

'DRY FREQUENCY: 09 - QuARTERLy 	UPDATE TIME: 	99 DAYS 

• ILEY SALARIES. WAGES t. SUPPLMTRY LABOUR INCOME. RAW 

*03 SERIES MM 	 MATRIX - C00007 

VIlER OF DECIMAL PLACES: 	0 	VARIANCE ALLOWED: 25 PERCENT 

TECTED SERIESI YES 

-JRT FREQUENCY: 09 - QUARTERLY 	UPDATE TIME: 	99 DAYS 

ILE 	MILITARY PAY AND ALLOWANCES, RAW 

• - IDO SERIES MM 	 MATRIX - SCOOT? 

• 11ER OF DECIMAL PLACES: 	0 	VARIANCE ALLOWED: 25 PERCENT 

TECTED SERIES: NO 

DRY FREQUENCY: 09 - QUARTERLY 	UPDATE TIME: 	99 DAYS 

LE: CORPORATION PROFITS BEFORE TAXES. SAW  

SECURITY LEVEL INDICATOR - IN MATRIX 

UNIT OF MEASURE: DOLLARS 

DATABANI( SERIES NUMBER - 0 	*53 

SERIES - 1.1.2 

SCAL.AR FACTOR: OX - MILLIONS 

SECURITY LEVEL IHOICATOS - IN MATRIX 

UNIT OF MEASURE: DOLLARS 

OATA8ANK SERIES NUMBER - 0 	254 

SERIES - 1.2.3 

SCALAR FACTOR: CR - MILLIONS 

SECURITY LEVEL INDICATOR - IN MATRIX 

UNIT OF MEASURE: DOLLARS 

DATABANK SERIES NUMBER - 0 	158 

lie 

MATRIX - 000007 SERIES - 	2.1.4 

lER OF DECIMAL pLACES: 	0 VARIANCE ALLOWED: 25 	PERCENT SCALAR FACTOR: 	06 - MILLIONS 

IECTEO SERIES: 	NO SECURITY LEVEL 	INDICATOR - IN MATRIX 
URT FREQUENCY: 	09 - QUARTERLY UPDATE TIME 	99 DAYS UNIT OF MEASURE: 	DOLLARS 
EI DIVIDENDS PAID TO NON-RESIDENTS. RAW OATABANI( SERIES NUMBER - 0 *56 

*00 SERIES MS MATRIX . 000007 SERIES - 	1.1.5 

'tIlER SF DECIMAL PLACEs: 	0 VARIANCE ALLOWED: 25 	PERCENT SCALAR FACTOR: 	06 - MILLIONS 

IECTES SERIES: 	NO SECURITY LEVEL INDICATOR - IN MATRIX 
tRY FREQUENCY: 	TO - QUARTERLY UPDATE TIME: 	99 DAYS UNIT OF MEASURE 1 	DOLLARS 

PENT, 	INTFPFST. 	C 	MISC, 	 INVESTMENT INCOMF • 	PAW )ATPB*,I 	EPES 	NUMVEP 	 - 	C 1.7 

10 
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ADD SERIES * 8 MATRIX - 000007 SERIES - 	2.1.6 

NUMBER OF DECIMAL Pt.ACES 	0 VAP1ANCE ALLOwED: 25 	PERCENT SCAIAR FACTOR: 	06 - MILLIONS 

PROTECTED SERIES: NO SECURITY LVEL INDICATOR - IN MATRIX 

REPORT FREQUENCY: CR - QUARTERLY UPDATE TIME: 	99 DAYS UNIT OF ME4SUR 	)OLLARS 

TITLE: 	ACCRD. NET  INC. OF FARM OPEII. FROM FARM PROD.. RAW OATAPANK SERIES NUMBER - 0 258 

8* ADD SERiES WA MATRIX - 000007 SERIES - 	2.2.7 

NUMBER 3F DECIMAL PLACES: 	0 VARIANCE ALLOwED: 25 	PERCENT SCALAR FACTOR: 	oe - MILLIONS 

PROTECTED SERIES: NO SECURITY LEVEL INDICATOR - IN MATRIX 

REPORT FREQUENCY: OR - QUARTERLY UPDATE TIME: 	99 DAYS UNIT OF MEASURE: 	DOLLARS 

TITLE: 	NET 	INCOME OF NUN-FARM UNIMCDRP. BUSINESS, RAW DATABANII SERIES NUMBER - 0 159 

8* ADD SERIES • MATRIX - 000007 SERIES - 	1.1.8 

NUMEEP OF DECIMAL PLACES: 	0 VARIANCE ALLOWED: 25 	PERCENT SCALaR FACTOR: 	06 - MILLIONS 

PROTECTED SERIES: NO SECURITY LEVEL 	INDICATOR - IN MATRIX 

REPORT FREQUENCY: 09 - QUARTERLY UPDATE TIME: 	99 DAYS UNIT OF MEASURE: 	DOLLARS 

TITLE: 	INVENTORY VALUATION ADJUSTMENT. RAW DATABANK SERIES NUMBER - D 260 

8 ENTER DATA 8* MATRIX - 000007 

CARD SERIES LAST PERIOD THIS PERIOD 	PEROT DATE ET SL FT8IT OV AR 	ERROR MESSAGE 

1.1.1 8315 5201 	-2.4 720900 3 	2 
1.1.2 276 173 	-I.? 720900 3 	3 
1.1.3 2380 1120 	-28.8 720900 3 	2 
2.2.4 .275 -292 	-30.2 720900 3 	2 9 1.1.5 1215 1124 	7.5 720900 3 	2 
1.1.5 124 56 	-58.8 720500 3 	2 2 	9 
1.1.7 
1.1.7 

. 

21 
10 

972 	735.4 
72051 0 
720500 

S 
3 	2 

0 
VARIANCE EXCEEDED 1.1.7 692 720900 3 	2 9 	B-PREVIOUS DATA POINT NOT ENTERED 1.1.8 

1.1.8 
-85 
-33 

	

-33 	-62.2 

	

-94 	184.8 
720300 
720600 

4 	2 
5 

9 
9 	C 1.1.8 -94 -II 	-13.8 720900 3 	2 

. 
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SECTION 5 

CHANGE MATRIX MS 	 MATRIX - 000007 

•SECURITY WORDS 	PRESENT CHANGED 	CROSSFCOT - NO 	MATRIX SECURITY LEVEL INDICATOR CHANGED - NO 
DATA ENTRY 	YES 	YES 
SECRET 	NO 	YES 	NEW AGENCY IDENTIFICATION - SYCA 	NEW SECTION IDENTIFICATION - 2222 
CONFIDENTIAL. 	YES 	YES 

LONG TITLE: NATIONAL INCOME AND GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT, BY OUARTERS. M1LION DOLLARS. UNADJUSTED (RAW) AND ADJUS 
TOO (SA) FOIl SEASCNALITY. 

SHORT TITLE:NArIONAL INCOME I GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT 

SOURCO: 	NATIONAL INCOME I. EXPENDITJRE ACCOUNTS CAT. 23-001 

NOTE: 	FOR CONCEPTS. METHODS ANO SOURCES SEE NATIONAL ACCOUNTS. INCOME AND EXPENDITURE. I9261956, 13-502. 
STATISTICS CANADA. FOP POOTNOTIS CONSULT ANNUAL PUBLICATIONS OF NATIONAL ACCOUNTS. INCOME AND EXPEND 
IIURES. 13-201. STATISTICS CANADA. DATA PUBLISHED APPROXIMATELY 88 CALENDAR DAYS EPTEP ENO OF REERE 
NCR QUARTER. 

FOOTNOTE I) INCLUDES TNC WITHHOLDING TAR APPLICABLE TO THIS ITEM. 
INCL. CHANGE IN FARM 1NVTNTORI5. AN ADJUSTMENT -(AS BEEN MADE FOR ACCRUED NET EARNINGS OF FARM OPERATDRS PROM C.V.R. 
INCLUDES NET INCOME OF INDEPENDENT PROFESSIONAL PRACTITIONERS. 
RELATES TO THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE VALUE ER PHYSICAL CHANGE IN INVENTORIES AND THE CHANGE IN POOR VALUE. 

SR CHANGE SERIES *5 	 MATRIX - 000007 	 SERIES - 1.1.2 

MJMPER OF DECIMAL PLACES: 	0 	VARIANCE ALLOWED: 10 PERCENT 	SCALAR FACTOR: OS - MILLIONS 

PROTECTED SERIES: NO 	NEW SERIES SECURITY WORD: NO 	SERIES SECURITY LEVEL INDICATOR CHANGED: NO 

REPORT FREQUENCY: 09 - QUARTERLY 	UPDATE TIME: 	99 DAYS 	UNIT OP MEASURE 	DOLLARS 

TITLE: MILITARY PAY, RAW 	 DATABANK SERIES FMJMBER - D 	254 

MW TERMINATE SERIES MS 	 MATRIX - 000007 	 SERIES - 

SERIES TERMINATED 

5* DELETE SERIES AS 	 NATRI)) - 000007 	 SERIES - I 

SERIES DELETED 

ELITE SERIES *5 	 MATRIX - 000007 	 SERIES - I.) 

S 	 SERIES DELETED 

RE—AL T RATE SEE I 	'W 	 TAT 	A - CCEOOP 	 SEA I 5 - 1.2.6 

SERIES RE—ACTIVATED 

•*VELET•WATPIX .S 	 MATSIn - ETCIC? 

5* ERROR 1W TSOBS7C4222ACCTIIIORO00007 	 MATRIX STILL CONTAINS SERIES 

. 
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SECTION () 

ERROR MESSAGES 

General 	 resubmitted. In some cases, the error message may be 
only a warning that an error may have existed in the 

The CANSIM system edits all operations. Unless 	action request. For example, although an error message 
cards are correct in format etc., an error message will be 	- Referenced FTNT - Non-existent" is printed the 
printed out. The rejected action should be corrected and 	data has been entered on the base. 

CANSIM: Error Messages 

Messages  
Action requests to which relate 

AM 	CM 	DM 	AS 	CS 	[S/DS/SS 	ED 

Blank or invalid system identification 	........... X X X 	X X X X 
X X X 	X X X X 
X X X 	X X X X 

Blank agency 	........................... 

X X X 	X X X X 
X X X 	X X X X 

Matrix number already in base 	.............. X 

Blank section 	........................... 
Blank or invalid operation code 	............... 

Blank or invalid card No. 	.................. X X X X X 

Blank or invalid matrix number 	............... 

X X X X 
X 

.. 

X X X 
Card 001 missing, operation rejected 	........... 
Card duplicated. 	First card taken 	............. 
Invalid card No. 	operation rejected 	............. X 

. 

X X X X 
Blank data entry security word 	............... X 
Blank or invalid crossfoot field 	............... X X 
Wrong agency for this matrix 	................ .. X X 	X X X X 

X X 	X X X X 
X X 	X X X X 

Blank or invalid series number X X X X 

Wrong section for this matrix 	.................. 

Series number already in base X 

Matrix number not in base 	.................... 

Blank or invalid scalar factor X X 
Invalid No. of decimal places X X 
Invalid mask type X X 

X 
Blank or invalid report frequency X X 
Blank or invalid update time X X 
Blank unit of measure X X 
Series number not in matrix X X X 
Invalid reference date x 
No entry to terminated series X 
Reference date inconsistent X 
Data point blank or not numeric x 

Blank variance 	............................... 

Blank or invalid entry type X 
Invalid security level X 
Invalid footnote indicators X 
Invalid action request X 
Entry type 1 cannot replace types 2, 3, or 4 X 
Entry type 2 cannot replace types 2, 3, or 4 X 
Entry type 3 cannot replace types 3 or 4 X 
Entry type 4 cannot replace type I X 
Entry type 4 cannot enter blank data field X 

X X 	X X X X Blank code word ........................... 
Wrong code word 	.......................... X X 	X X X X 
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SEC lION b 

S Error Meages - Concluded - 

Action requests to which relate 

Messages 

AM I  CM 	DM I  AS I  CS ED 

x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 

Entry type 5 cannot replace data point ......... 
Variance exceeded 
Data field blank. Delete ignored .............. 
Crossfoot failed. Error = .................. 
Matrix still contains series .................. 
W - Blank Series Title 
R - Card 002 missing 
Data point and entry type incompatible 
R - Previous data point not entered 
W - Blank long title ...................... 
W - Blank short title ..................... 
W - Blank source ........................ 
W - Referenced FTNT non-existent ...... 
W - Ensure no reference to footnote 
Invalid data entry security code .............. 
Data point missing 
Invalid databank series number 
Duplicate Massager number 
Security level indicator missing 
\1,i\sa2er number not on index 

R - Rejected, transaction must be resubmitted. 
W - Warning only. 

X~ 
x x 

Ix, 

xx 
x x 
x x 

x 
x 
x x x x x x 

x 
x x 
x x 

x x 
x 
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SEC1 ION 7 

HiNTS AND CAUTIONS AND NOTES 

In order to get a complete printout of crossfoot 
messages for a matrix it is necessary to raise dummy 
(C in 74) ED actions for only I series for each 
reference date. 

The first data point (ET5) in a series can only be 
revised by putting a 9 in the override - column 73 on 
ED. 

Delete Series vs. Delete Slot - If all data points are to 
be deleted a delete series should be raised (1 card) as 
opposed to one card for every reference date (delete 

slot). Should it be necessary to add the series back 
on, the DS operation can generate the header and 
data on cards - the data may be re-entered after 
checking that Entry Type is 5 on initial data point 
and 5/ 3/2/1 on all others. 

On a correction (C in 74) to other than the data 
point variance is not calculated, i.e., LAST PERIOD 
and PER CENT CHANGE are not output. 

Do not use "PUBLIC" as a security word. This is a 
keyword in the retrieval program. 





SEC liON 

REPORT FREQIJENCY AND REFERENCE DATES 

The trel 	TkV 	i1l)d1Ie 	erie 	is 	dc;ite.l 
by a two digit code in columns 07-08 o card (JO I of AS. 
When a data point is entered (ED), the reference date 
must be consistent with the report frequency for the 

si es i c itered III I lie sci es heidcr I requency codes 
now progiamned for use are shown below, together 
with samples of matching reference dates. 

Frequency Frequency Reerence Example 

Daily reports 	.......................... 01 Sept. 1/67 670901 

Weekly reports 	......................... 02 Sept. 1/67 670901 

10-day reports 	.......................... 03 Sept. 1/67 670901 

Bi-weekly 	............................ 04 Sept. 1/67 670901 

Semi-monthly 	.......................... 05 Sept. 1/67 670901 

Monthly 	.............................. 06 Sept. 1/67 670901 

07 Sept. 1/67 670901 Bi-monthly 	............................ 

Five times per year 	...................... 08 Sept. 1967 670900 

Quarterly 	............................ 09 Sept. 1967 670900 

Three times per year 	...................... 10 Sept. 1967 670900 

Semi-annual 	.......................... 11 Dec. 1967 6712 

Annual 	.............................. 12 1967 67 

13 1967 67 Biennial 	.............................. 

Triennial 	............................. 14 1967 67 

15 1967 67 Quadrennial 	........................... 

16 1967 67 Quinquennial 	.......................... 

Decennial 	............................. 17 1961 61 

. 
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DLIK si RUcn.lRI 

i 	1 1 IL1L1 	\L 	!ITh 	i'i 	 I:u 	!Ift'.1Ii 	thi .M 	H\ 	.til 	\ S J jj 
should have cards in the lollowuig order for any given 	series within niatrix 1 will lollow matrix cards (AM and 
matrix number: 	 CM) for matrix 1. ED cards for series within matrix 1, 

AM 	 will follow all series cards for matrix I. The crossfoot 
CM 	 check is performed after the last ED, i.e., do not enter 
AS 	 AS, ED, AS, ED which would cause the crossfoot 
CS 	 routine to be performed twice. 
ED 
IS 
SS 
DS 
DM 

. 
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SLC lION 10 

(;LOSS..\RY 

A sucLessiril suhiinssiiur. For cxaiupes see Seeflon 5. 

There are 10 action requests in the data entry program. See Section 3.2 and 
Section 9. 

Operation Code AM enters the matrix header into the data base. See Section 3.3. 

Operation Code AS enters the series header into the base. See Section 3.5. 

A 4.character (maximum) mnemonic code identifying the agency which is 
responsible for accuracy and security of data. 

Letters, digits, or permissible special symbols, or any combination of these, are 
indicated by the word "characters" in card format, Section 3.1. 

In the Change Matrix and Change Series actions, asterisks are used to blank out 
some entries in the header. See Sections 3.4 and 3.6. 

S 
Action Acccpted 

Action Requests ............ 

Add Matrix 

Add Series 	 . 

Agency Code 

Alphanumeric .............. 

Asterisk 	.................. 

Auto.duplicate . . . . . . . . . . . . . 	Where entries in specified columns are common to a large number of cards, it is 
possible for the operator to keypunch these once and then reproduce 
automatically. 

Base 	....................See Data Base. 

Blank 	..................."b" indicates a blank field. 

CANSIM 	...... 	Canadian Socio.economic Information Management System. The system consists 
'f sub.systems, or computer programs, such as the data entry program and 

retrieval program. 

(:ird Nunther ..............Cards used in some CANSIM operations are identified by a card number. See 
Card Formats, Section 3.1. 

Change Matrix . . . . . . . . . . . . . 	Operation Code CM changes any information in columns 31-80 of the matrix 
header. See Section 3.4. 

Change Series ..............Operation Code CS changes any information in columns 51.80 of a series header 
except the report frequency. See Section 3.6. 

Character .................Character is used in card format examples of Section 3.1 to indicate that 
alphabetic, numeric, or permissible special characters may be used in any 
combination. 

Closed File ................This describes a series which will not be updated, for example "Inventories on 
unrevised SIC", which has been unavailable since 1952. See also Teiininate. 

./Confidential ...............One of the 4 levels of security possible for data points. The confidential security 
word is entered in the Matrix Header. The data points with this security level 
must have "2" in column 68 of the ED form. See Security and Level of Security. 

Crossfoot .................The data entry program provides for summing across series for checking 
purposes where components sum to totals. Crossfoot may be requested in the 
Add Matrix action request. Failure of the check is indicated in the error message, 
"Crossfoot Failed. Error = ". The list of data points entered will be included in 
the printout of action requests to assist in finding the error in the data base. 

1inus signs are permitted in a matrix for which crossfooting is performed. 
Values must be negative, however, such as a negative inventory adjustment, The 
series numbers should be structured to handle cases where positive values are 
deducted to yield a residual series. 
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SL(IiON 10 

GLOSSARY - Continued 

Crossfoot - Concluded ........For example: 
1.1 Personal Income 
1.1.1 Direct Taxes 
1.1.2 Disposable Personal Income. 

Since crossfooting is performed by levels, more than one error message may 
occur in a matrix. 

Current File ...............See Open File. 

,Data ....................Individual data points are entered into the CANSIM base; however, these data 
points represent single observations in time series such as monthly or annual 
series of commercial failures in Ontario from January 1951 to date. 

Databank Number ...........An eight-character identifier, one alphabetic, left justified, seven numeric, right 
justified (no leading zeroes). May be used to retrieve series from CANSIM and is 
the only key to series retrieved in Databank, Utility or Random format, 

k/Data Base .................A group of records (individual series) having a common coding and format. 

Data Entry Type 	............ Data Entry Types are coded as follows: 
1 - Projection into future 
2 - Estimate of current figure 
3 - Current figure 
4 - Revision of current figure 
5 - Initial entry of data. • For details, see Section 3.7. 

Data Point 	................ One observation, for example. January 1967 value of exports to Great Britain, is 
a data 	point. (Always right justified, with no commas or decimals. If sign 
required, enter the sign immediately preceding the first digit.) 

Deck Structure 	............. The prescribed sequence of cards for submitting action requests. See Section 9. 

Delete 	................... Delete Matrix and Delete Series, remove the information from the data base. 
These operations end with a card-out routine which provides the card decks for 
resubmission when the delete action has been made in error. A "D" action 
request 	(column 74 of ED card) deletes the entire data point slot for the 
reference date indicated. 

vtirectory 	................. A 	listing of Matrices and 	Series 	included 	in 	the base 	is called the Series 
Directory. 	The 	preparation 	of 	matrix 	and 	series 	titles 	should 	take 	into 
consideration the need to provide all essential information in the Directory. 
Each series must have a security level -- to accomplish this all Add 	Matrices 
(AM - column 80 - card 001) must have a security level of P. 5 or *; P if all 
series in a matrix are public, S if all are secure, and * if mixed, i.e., security is 
indicated at the series level. 
If matrix header is P or 5, column 80 of add Series (AS) must be blank. If * 
(mixed) it must have P or S. 
Note: Data point security levels and Directory security level indicators are two 

distinct types of security and should not be misconstrued. 
Note that the Directory lists all series in order of matrix structure regardless of 
the Directory Security Level Indicator. 

kdit 	............ 	......... Editing made to action requests to ensure correct agency code, crossfoot check, 
etc. 

Entry Type 	................ See Data Entry Type. 

Error Message 	.............. See Section 6. - 53 - 





SECTION 10 

GLOSSARY -- (ntinu'J 

Expected Time of Update 	. 	 LlaIe I linc. 

Field 'J ...................A group of card columns specified by the card format for use in entering data or 
other information required in the data entry program. 

File 1 A collection of related records treated as a unit. 

Footnote '' There may be up to 9 footnotes in one matrix header. Although the text of the 
footnotes are entered in the matrix header, footnotes refer only to data points. 
A single data point may refer to a maximum of 4 footnotes, and reference to 
footnotes is made by the enter Data (ED) action. See Sections 3.3 and 3.7. 

Format ..................Instructions supplied to the computer on the size and location of fields in which 
information to be read will be found as well as a description of what is in each 
field. 

Freeze 	................... Allows entry to, but not retrieval of, individual series or a complete matrix, i.e., 
the Data Entry Security Word is the only word which allows access to series in 
FREEZE status. Every data point in a series is frozen regardless of its security 
level. 

Frequency 	................ See Report Frequency. 

Generate Data (GD) 	.......... A routine to generate a set or group of ED transactions associated with a 
correction or deletion. This is a stand-alone program which is not part of the 
Data Entry modules. 

(,ciicral Time Series Staff (GTSS). . I..ocated in Statistics Canada. Maintains registers of matrix numbers, agency and 
section responsibility codes of Statistics Canada and other Government Users. 
Receives and/or controls all data entry and retrieval requests within Statistics 
Canada. 

Justified 	. 	................. Left justified - Start entry in the left hand column of the field. 
Right justified - End entry in the right hand column of the field. 

Leading Zeros 	.............. When right justified digits partially complete a field, the program may require 
,1 

Level of Security'J ........... 

that remaining left hand columns be filled with leading zeros. 

Each  data point in the base may have any one of four levels of security. The 
security level of each data point is indicated by a single digit (col. 68 of ED 
form). The four security levels are as follows: 

Public. - Data which is freely available to the public (a blank or zero in 
column 68 and no security code word). 

Secret. - Data may be so classified under the security provisions of the 
Statistics Act. ("1" in column 68 and secret security word in the matrix 
header.) 

Confidential. - Data may be so classified because of dubious quality or 
pending release date. ("2" in column 68 and confidential security word in 
the matrix header.) 

Series - Secure. - Utilized when it is necessary to discriminate between 
users of individual series within the same matrix ("3" in column 68 and 
security word in the series header). 

• 	 A secured data point (codes I, 2, or 3 in col. 68) cannot be retrieved without the 
appropriate security word being used. The secret code word can retrieve 
confidential, or series - secure data, but a confidential code word cannot 
retrieve secret data. 
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5 	 GLOSSARY - Continued 

LeN el of Security -- ( oncluded . ,. 	CAUTION: The Data Entry Security Word should not beconfused with the three 
security words. This word is known only by the responsible section or agency 
and is required to add or make changes to the base. This word or code should be 
safeguarded as it will retrieve all series regardless of other security classification. 

Long Title . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 	The long title may have 300 characters. This is entered in the matrix header by 
the ADD MATRIX operation. All information necessary to describe the matrix 
should be included, such as identification of data, frequency, unit of measure, 
seasonally adjusted (SA) and unadjusted (RAW). This title appears in the Series 
Directory. See Directory. 

Matrix Header ..............The matrix header contains information relating to all data points and series in 
the matrix. See Section 3.3, ADD MATRIX. 

Matrix Number .. .......... 	Matrix numbers are assigned and recorded by CANSIM staff. Numbers are 
assigned when matrices are to be entered into the base. A maximum of 6 digits is 
allowed for a matrix number. 

Mnemonic Cide 	.... ........ A mnemonic code is a combination of characters arranged for ease of recall. 

Note 	. 	
. 	.j... 

	

............. A matrix may have one variable length note of up to 500 characters. See ADD 
MATRIX, Section 3.3. 

Number of Decimal Places ...... This term and its associated codes specify the number of digits to the right of 
the decimal. For example: 
Nunther of Code Example 

dL 	lI'IlS 

S 00 100 
1 01 100.1 
2 02 100.12 
3 03 100.123 
4 04 100.1234 
5 05 100.12345 

Open File 	................ Series which 	require updating to 	include 	current statistics, 	as 	opposed 	to 
terminated. 

Operation Code 	............There are 9 types of action requests or operation codes in the data entry 
program. See Section 3.2. 

Over-ride 	................When data points are entered, the machine edit may include an instruction to 
check the percentage change from the preceding period in the base (See Add 
Series Section 3.5). A figure exceeding the variance-allowed may only be entered 
by indicating override on the ED action request. 

Printout ..................See Section 5 for examples of data entry printouts. In addition to the printout 
of successful actions, it is possible to retrieve all or part of the data in a 
particular series. See CANSIM Users' Manual for data retrieval and manipulation. 
Catalogue 12-531. 

Projection ................One type of data entry permitted is a projection into the future. The projection 
may be replaced only by a projection, an estimate of the current figure, or the 
current figure. See Section 3.7 

Public '..J .................. 	Public as a security level, means that the statistics are freely available to the 
public with no security restrictions. 

S Re-activate Series (SS) ........See Start Series. 

Record J. ...... ............. 	A logical grouping of data which is handled by the computer as a single entry. 
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• 	
GLOSSARY - Continued 

Refcreiicc ftu 	............The calendar period to which the data value applies. For examples see Section 8. 
To correct a reference date existing in the base using the enter data action (ED), 
first, delete the data point slot, and then resubmit the data with the proper 
reference date. Refer to Section 3.7. 

Renumber Series (RS) ........Used to change the CANSIM Series number within a matrix. 

Report Frequency 	. . . . . . . . . . 	See Section 8 for codes and examples. Report frequency indicates the 
periodicity of data available. Note that you cannot mix report frequencies in a 
series. For example, Labour Force, quarterly from 1946, monthly from 1952, 
would require two separate series within the matrix. To change Report 
Frequency, first, delete the series, change columns 67-68 on series header card 
001 and resubmit. 

Retrieval ................The CANSIM System has a number of commands which enable the user to 
retrieve data as printouts, on cards, or on tape/disk which may be used as input 
to programs such as MASSAGER, FANTOM, and X.1 1, etc. See CANSIM Users' 
Manual for Data Retrieval and Manipulation. 

Revision ..................See Data Entry Type. 

Rounding 	................The Statistics Canada rule for rounding is as follows: an odd number followed 
by a 5 is always raised by I; an even number followed by a 5 is raised by I 
except when the 5 is followed by zeros (an exact half). 
For example: 

• 1 	4.5 	-- rounds to 4 
..5001 	roundsto4 	4.50011 

.56 J 	4.51 5 	roundsto5 

Run 	.................... 	...ingle, continuous performance of a computer routine. 

Scalar Factor or Power Factor 	. 	This code indicates the magnitude of the data entered in the ED form. 
For example: 

billions enter 09 = 1,000,000,000 
millions - enter 06 = 	1,000,000 

thousands - enter 03 = 	1,000 
tens - enter 01 = 	10 

units - enter 00 = 
also, indexes - enter 00 
percentages - enter 00 

In selecting the scalar factor consider carefully the size of the data. It is advisable 
to use the smallest possible scalar factor to permit maximum number of digits in 
the data. 

Secret 	..................The Secret Security Word is entered in the Matrix Header. The data points with 
this security level must have a "I" in column 68 of the ED form. See Security 

I 	and Level of Security. 

Section Code ...............A four.character mnemonic code identifying the section responsible for a given 
matrix. 

Section Responsible ..........Section responsible for availability, accuracy, and security of a given matrix. 

Security. .................. 	('onfidentiality of CANSIM is based primarily on code or passwords. To enter 
data into the base in the form of a new table (matrix), the agency must include a 

. Data Entry Security Word. Future changes (updates and revisions) to this matrix 
'iiust be accompanied by this security word (Code Word). The Data Entry 
Security Word can also be changed. Retrievals are similarly controlled. When 
secured data points are entered; a single digit code is appended indicating the 
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Security - Concluded 	........ security level of that specific data point. A "I" code makes that data point 
secret, and "2" confidential. At the time the matrix header is established on the 
base with the Data Entry Security Word, the Secret and Confidential security 
word should also be added. When it is necessary to discriminate between users of 
individual series in the same matrix, a "3" code may be used to make that data 
point secure. A series which has data points with "3" code is referred to as 
series - secured. The "3" code security word should he added to the series 
header at the time the series is established. Leaving the security column blank 
(public) allows that data point to be retrieved without any security check. The 
security words for "1", "2", or "3" codes may be changed. 

Security Code 	. . . . . . . . . . . . . . There are four levels of security possible which restrict the retrieval of a data 
point or series: Secret, Confidential, Series - secure, and Public. In addition, a 
Data Entry Security Word is necessary to alter or add to the contents of any 
series. See also Security. 

Series 	.................... A sequence of data points arranged by time which are stored as a single unit 
together with the series header. 

Series Header 	.............. The number and title of a time series. The header also contains all necessary 
information about the series such as the scalar factor, unit of measure, number 
of decimal places in data, etc. 

Series Number (CANSIM) 	...... An 	"open-ended" descriptor which allows for the identification of a series 
within a matrix. A maximum of 20 characters (digits and decimal points) is 
allowed for series identification, and must not exceed 9 levels (i.e., maximum of 
' decimals). Numbers are left justified in column numbers 31.50. 

Within a matrix, series are entered in a hierarchical structure. Series numbers 
designate the level in the matrix and the position of the series within its level. 
For example: 

01 exports and re-exports total (1) 
02 re-exports (1.1) 
02 domestic exports total (1.2) 

03 live animals total (1.2.1) 
03 food, feed, bev. and tob. total (1.2.2) 

04 meat and meat preps (1.2.2.1) 
04 fish, fresh and frozen (1.2.2.2) 

In the sample line 04 fish, fresh and frozen, the "04" shows the level of 
aggregation, the "(1.2.2.2)" the series and level indicator. The figure 1.2.2.2 is 
the series number and may be read as "the second 04 item under the second 03 
level under the second 02 level under the first total". 

This structure makes possible one automatic machine check of the data base. 
After each action request is completed, crossfoot is performed (if requested in 
AM by a I in col. 52), by which each level is aggregated to the next highest level. 
Failure of the check results in an error message. There is an implication that the 
levels will be complete, i.e., all contain data. In some cases to perform crossfoot, 
it may be necessary to introduce dummy residual series (with a security code if 
desired). 
The following are causes of invalid series numbers: 

More than 9 levels. 
More than 3 digits per level. 
First digit of a level is a zero. 
Characters other than numerics or period. 
Series number starts or ends with a period. 

. Series number has consecutive periods. 
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Series Title 	................ A tilt 	-character title for a series. Note that the title identifying the level need 
not be repeated for each series within the level. 
For example: 

1. Expenditure on goods and services 
1.1 Federal 
1.2 Provincial 
1.3 Municipal 

In the case of a matrix containing both seasonally adjusted (SA) and unadjusted 
(RAW), this information will appear in the matrix long title (See Long Title), 
and each series title will indicate (RAW) or (SA). Where units vary withirl a 
matrix, it may be possible to provide sufficient information in the matrix title or 
note; otherwise the units must appear in the series title. 

Short Title 	................ A forty-character title for a matrix, abbreviated from the long title. 

Source 	.................. A 	fifty-character 	field 	describing 	the 	'source" of the 	data 	and 	used 	for 
publication purposes (name of publication, publication number, and agency). 

Start Series 	................ The data in a terminated series may be updated by re-activating the series, 
entering updates and then terminating again. See Section 3.8. 

Submission 	................ A set of data and/or operations submitted at one time by the responsible agency 
for updating the data base. 

Terminate 	.. 	............. A series may be terminated and this prevents any further updating of the data 
hut does not delete the series from the data base. Data may be retrieved from a 
terminated series. See Start Series. 

Iitk 	. 	 .............. See Long or Short Title. 

TSDB 	.................. System Identification (Time Series Data Bank), must appear on all data entry 
cards. 

Unfreeze 	................ Frozen data may be made available by reinstating the "secret" security word 
(CM); the "series" security word (CS) or by entering """ if the field was 
previously blank. 

Update Time 	.............. Update time is the number of days after the last data entry when the next 
update can be expected. 

Variance Allowed 	. . . . . . . . . . 	Variance allowed is the amount of variation expressed as a percentage between 
prior data and the data being entered. Variance is not checked when the data 
point being entered is an initial entry, projection, or estimate. Where a data 
point (code 3 or 4) is known to exceed the variance allowed entered in the series 
header, it is possible to override this check by entering "9" in column 73 of the 
ED form. In establishing the variance allowed for a series, one rule-of-thumb 
would be to expect rejection on 5% of data entries. 

. 
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